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This! systematic! literature! review! critically! appraised! and! compared!methods! for!measuring!
individual! differences! in! inner! speech! in! developmentally! neurotypical! adults.! It! also!
investigated!whether!individual!differences!in!inner!speech!which!were!found!through!these!
methods! of! measurement,! were! related! to! psychopathology.! Literature! searches! were!
performed!in!three!databases.!Twenty!nine!studies!were!included!in!this!review.!!
!
These!studies!measured! inner!speech! through!a!variety!of!methods! including!questionnaire!
and!interview,!introspective,!experimental,!neuroimaging!and!lesion!methodologies.!Methods!
varied! with! regard! to! the! characteristics! of! inner! speech! they! measured,! as! well! as! the!
qualities! of! the! inner! speech! which! the! measurement! method! relied! on.! Only! two! of! the!
included! studies!used! two!different! types!of! inner! speech!measurement.! This! combining!of!




to! variation! in! other! aspects! of! human! experience.! This! included! variation! in! psychological!
disorders! and! symptoms! such! as! auditory! verbal! hallucinations,! anxiety! and! selfWesteem.!









Inner!speech!has!been!defined!as!“the!subjective!experience!of! language! in! the!absence!of!
articulation”! (AldersonWDay!and!Fernyhough,! in!press,!p.!1).!This!phenomenon! is!considered!
to! be! an! important! mental! activity,! which! humans! engage! in! every! day! (Geva,! Bennett,!
Warburton,! &! Patterson,! 2011),! and! it! has! been! suggested! that! “most! people! hear! a! little!
voice! inside! their! head! when! thinking,! reading,! writing! and! remembering”! (Oppenheim! &!
Dell,!2008,!p.!529).!Socrates!defined!thought,!“as!the!talk!which!the!soul!has!with!itself!…!the!
soul!…!when!it!thinks,!is!merely!conversing!with!itself,!asking!itself!questions!and!answering”!
(Plato,! 1987,! 189e)! (McCarthyWJones! &! Fernyhough,! 2011,! p.! 1586),! suggesting! that! this!
phenomenom!has!been!a!longWstanding!aspect!of!the!human!experience.!!
!
Hurlburt! and! colleagues! (2013)! found! that! people! tend! to! perceive! inner! speech! (or! ‘inner!
speaking’!as!they!refer!to!it)!as!an!experience!that!is!similar!to!speaking!aloud,!with!the!only!
difference! between! these! two! phenomena! being! people’s! “immediate! and! unshakeable!
recognition!that!the!speaking!is!inner!rather!than!external”!(Hurlburt,!Heavey,!&!Kelsey,!2013,!
p.!1482).!These!authors!report!that!people!tend!to!experience!themselves!as!producing!inner!
speech,! rather! than! it!being!something!which! they!are!hearing.!That! is,!people! tend! to! feel!




Vygotsky! was! the! first! researcher! to! suggest! that! inner! speech! is! the! outcome! of! a!
developmental! process! (Vygotsky,! 1962).! In! his! theory! of! cognitive! development,! Vygotsky!
(1962)! hypothesised! that! children! initially! depend! on! external! instruction,! from! their!
caregiver! for! example,! to! guide! their! behaviour.! They! gradually! learn! to! do! this!
independently,! by! using! an! outer!monologue,! termed! ‘private! speech’,! which! is! eventually!
internalised!as!inner!speech!(Vygotsky,!1962).!!
!
Winsler! and! Naglieri! (2003)! conducted! a! large! crossWsectional! study! of! 2,156! children! and!












private! speech! (Berk,! 1986)! and! parallels! the! growth! of! selfWreported! inner! speech! use!
(Damianova,! Lucas,!&! Sullivan,! 2012).! These! studies! support! Vygotsky’s! (1962)! theory,! that!
onceWexternal!selfWdirected!verbalisations!gradually!become!internal.!!
!
Vygotsky! suggested! that! the!process!of! internalisation!during!normal!development! involves!
syntactic! and! semantic! changes! that! result! in! fully! internalised! inner! speech! having! little!
resemblance! to! the! outer! dialogue! from! which! it! originated! (Fernyhough,! 2004;! Vygotsky,!
1962).!Fernyhough! (2004)!elaborated!on!these! ideas! to!suggest! that! four!different! levels!of!
internalisation!occur!during!the!development!of!inner!speech.!In!this!model!Level!1!refers!to!
full!externalised!dialogue!with!other!people.!Level!2!refers!to!‘private!speech’!where!external!
dialogue! is! directed! just! to! oneself.! Level! 3! is! termed! ‘expanded! inner! speech’,! and! is!








in! his! model! throughout! their! life.! That! is,! while! adults! engage! in! condensed! speech! by!




speech.! Duncan! and! Cheyne! (2002)! observed! that! adults! engaged! in! private! speech! when!












(1965)! basic! capacities,! the! executive! functions! are! understood! to! be! processes! that! allow!
people! to! adapt! to! their! environment,! through! making! plans! and! inhibiting! unsuitable!
behaviour! (Jurado! &! Rosselli,! 2007).! Anderson! et! al.! (2001)! propose! that! the! executive!
functions!encompass!three!processes,!which!include!‘attentional!control’,!‘cognitive!flexibility’!
and! ‘goal! setting’! (Anderson,! Anderson,! Northam,! Jacobs,! &! Catroppa,! 2001).! The! inner!
speech!system!is!understood!to!be!a!separate!system,!which!can!be!recruited!as!a!cognitive!




The!scientif ic !study!of! inner!speech!
Inner! speech! has! been! considered! difficult! to! study! empirically! because! it! has! no! obvious!
behavioural! manifestation! and! so! it! is! difficult! to! observe! (AldersonWDay! &! Fernyhough,! in!
press).!However!recent!years!have!seen!advances!in!the!development!of!the!scientific!study!
of! inner! speech,!and!novel!methods!of! investigation!are!now!being!applied! to!examine! this!
phenomenom!(McCarthyWJones!&!Fernyhough,!2011;!Vicente!&!Martinez!Manrique,!2011).!!
!
In! addressing! the! challenge!of!measuring! inner! speech,!dualWtask!paradigms!are!one!of! the!
methods!that!have!been!used!to!investigate!relationships!between!inner!speech!and!various!
cognitive!functions.!Typically!in!these!investigations,!a!secondary!task!is!used!to!disrupt!inner!
speech.! For! example,! articulatory! suppression! tasks! require! individuals! to! say! simple!
distractor!words!while!they!complete!a!primary!task!which!investigates!the!cognitive!process!
of! interest.! Research! has! focused! on! cognitive! flexibility! and! has! found! that! participants’!




2001).! Planning! ability! is! also! impaired!by! concurrent! articulatory! suppression,! especially! in!
investigations!with!children!(e.g.!Lidstone,!Meins,!&!Fernyhough,!2010).!
!
Such! studies! provide! evidence! for! some! of! the! functions! that! inner! speech! may! have.!
However! these!dualWtask!methods! investigate! the! importance!of! inner!speech! in! relation! to!
other! cognitive! processes,! and! not! as! a! standWalone! phenomenon.! That! is,! they! do! not!
investigate!inner!speech!as!a!process!in!its!own!right.!!
!




&! Cheyne,! 1999),! which! is! designed! to!measure! the! use! of! private! speech! (Uttl,!Morin,! &!
Hamper,!2011),! the!SelfWTalk!Use!Questionnaire! (STUQ)! (Hardy,!Hall,!&!Hardy,!2005),!which!




and! none! of! them! differentiate! between! inner! and! private! speech.! Uttl! et! al.! (2011)!
investigated!the!relationships!between!these!questionnaires!in!an!undergraduate!sample!and!
found!that!all! scales!had!at! least!acceptable!reliabilities! (as!measured!by!Cronbach’s!alpha).!
However! there! was! very! little! convergent! validity! between! the! findings! of! these! different!






Other! questionnaires! have! been! developed! to! measure! the! frequency! with! which! people!
think!that!they!are!having!particular!cognitions,!often!relating!to!positive!or!negative!content.!
For!example,!the!Automatic!Thoughts!Questionnaire!(ATQ)!(Kendall,!Howard,!&!Hays,!1989)!
asks! people! to! determine! the! frequency!with!which! they! experience! specific,! preWscripted,!




by! presenting! scenarios! and! asking! whether! participants! think! that! they! would! engage! in!





Individual !differences! in! inner!speech!and!variation! in!other!
experiences!
Contrary!to!the!claims!by!some!researchers!that!people!are!always!engaging!in!inner!speech!
(e.g.! Baars,! 2003),! Hurlburt! et! al.! ’s! (2013)! lab! have! found! that! some! individuals! report!










during! task! performance! has! been! related! to! independent! observations! of! their! onWtask!
behaviour! and! affect! in! the! classroom,! as! well! as! to! parent! and! teacher! reports! of! their!
behavioural! difficulties! (Winsler,! De! Leon,! Wallace,! Carlton,! &! WillsonWQuayle,! 2003).! In!
adults,! inner! speech! has! been! found! to! support! sporting! performance! (Hatzigeorgiadis,!
Zourbanos,!Galanis,!&!Theodorakis,!2011).!In!fact!selfWtalk!interventions,!in!which!participants!
are! instructed! to! engage! in! selfWtalk! in! a! particular! format,! have! been! related! to!
improvements! in! athletes’! sporting! abilities.! For! example,! Chang! et! al.! (2014)! found! that!
when! participants’! engaged! in!motivational! selfWtalk! (e.g.! “I! believe! I! can! do! it! well”),! they!
threw!a!softWball!further!and!with!more!accuracy!than!when!they!engaged!in!selfWtalk!that!was!
unrelated! to! their! sporting! behaviour.! However,! AldersonWDay! and! Fernyhough! (in! press)!








Given! these! relationships! between! selfWdirected! talk! and! various! dimensions! of! human!
experience,!it!is!possible!that!individual!variation!in!aspects!of!inner!speech!such!as!frequency!
(Hurlburt!et!al.,!2013)!is!related!to!psychological!disorders!and!symptoms.!Such!a!hypothesis!
corresponds! to! research! in! mental! imagery,! another! form! of! inner! experience,! which! is!
suggested!to!play!a!key!role! in!various!psychological!disorders!(Pearson,!Deeprose,!WallaceW




experience! of! auditory! verbal! hallucinations,! may! actually! be! an! individual’s! own! inner!
speech,!which!is!misattributed!to!an!external!source!(Jones!&!Fernyhough,!2007).!Evidence!is!
also! emerging! to! suggest! that! the! experience! of! worrying! is! linked! to! verbal! thinking,! as!
opposed! to!mental! imagery! (Behar,! Zuellig,! &! Borkovec,! 2005;! Stokes!&!Hirsch,! 2010)." For!
example,! Stokes! and! Hirsch! (2010)! found! that! individuals! from! a! nonWclinical! sample!
experienced!an!increase!in!negative!intrusions!when!instructed!to!worry!in!verbal!formats,!as!
opposed! to! engaging! in! visual! imagery! which! was! associated! with! a! decrease! in! such!
intrusions.! A! less! well! evidenced! hypothesis! is! that! verbal! thinking! has! a! role! in! the!
maintenance! of! depression! (AldersonWDay! &! Fernyhough,! in! press).! Some! support! for! this!
claim!was!provided!by!Holmes!and!colleagues! (2006)!who!found!that!when! individuals!with!
depression!were!instructed!to!think!in!verbal!form!about!a!possible!scenario!they!experienced!
a! reduction! in! their!mood!and!an! increased! susceptibility! to!a! subsequent!mood! induction,!
relative!to!engaging!in!visual!mental!imagery.!!
The!current!systematic! l iterature!review!
As! far! as! is! known,! there! has! been! no! previous! review! of! the! methods! used! to! assess!
individual!difference!in!inner!speech!as!a!process!in!its!own!right.!This!systematic!review!aims!
to!critically!appraise!and!compare!these!different!methods.!A!secondary!aim!of!this!review!is!















The! electronic! databases!Medline,! PsycInfo! and!Web!of! Science!were! searched! in! order! to!
obtain! the! literature.! Searches! in!Medline! and! PsycInfo! were! run! using! OVID! search! tools,!




Terms!relating!to! ‘inner!speech’!were!combined!with!terms!relating!to! ‘measurement’! in!all!
three!databases.!Relevant!subject!headings!were!included!in!Medline!and!PsycInfo!database!
searches,!along!with!keyWwords,!and!truncation!was!used!where!possible!to!capture!variation!
in! the! terminology.! Specifically,! the! inner! speech! terms! included! ‘selfWtalk’,! ‘inner! speech’,!
‘internal! speech’,! ‘internal! dialogue’,! ‘inner! dialogue’,! ‘internal! monologue’,! ‘inner!
monologue’,! ‘selfWdirected! speech’,! ‘verbal! mediation’! and! ‘private! speech’.! The!











This! review! included!papers! that!were!published! in!a!peer! reviewed! journal!after!1970!and!
written!in!English.!Papers!were!included!if!they!empirically!investigated!individual!differences!
in!inner!speech!in!developmentally!neurotypical!human!adults.!Lesion!studies!were!therefore!
included!(so! long!as!the! lesion!had!occurred! in!adulthood),!these! individuals!being!assumed!
to!have!developed!typically.!!
!
NonWempirical! literature!was! excluded,! among! them! reviews,! solely! theoretical! articles! and!
books.! ! Papers!were!also!excluded! if! they! looked!at! the! relationship!between! inner! speech!
and!learning!a!new!skill!(e.g.!learning!a!new!language),!or!if!they!investigated!the!involvement!
of!inner!speech!in!a!particular!task!which!was!preWdetermined!by!the!experimenters!(and!was!
therefore! supposing! a! priori! that! inner! speech! could! influence! that! particular! process).! In!
addition!investigations!into!the!impact!of! interventions!on!inner!speech!were!excluded.!This!
included! studies! exploring! the! role! of! verbal! thinking! on! rumination! and! worry,! where!




Papers! were! also! excluded! if! they! investigated! how! frequently! participants! had! specific!




This! review! focused! on! adult! populations,! because! the! trajectory! of! inner! speech!
development! has! not! yet! been! clearly! delineated.! Papers! were! therefore! excluded! if! they!
investigated! inner!speech! in!older!adult,!child!or!adolescent!populations,! in!order!to!ensure!
that! the!method! of! assessment!was! not! reporting! individual! differences! resulting! from! the!
sample!being!at!different!points!on!the!development!trajectory!of!inner!speech.!Papers!that!
did! not! clearly! explore! inner! speech! as! a! separate! process! from! private! (i.e.! overt)! speech!







‘not! eligible’! were! used.! The! 207! references! that! were! queried! or! eligible! at! title! were!














F igure!2_Reasons!why!ful l Wtext!art ic les!were!excluded!
!
A!second!rater!also!applied!the!inclusion/exclusion!criteria!to!approximately!18!W!25%!of!the!
references! at! title,! at! abstract! and! at! full! paper! (sees! Figure! 3! for! numbers! of! references!
reviewed! at! each! stage).! References! were! randomly! selected! for! doubleWrating! (by! using! a!
random!number!generator!in!Excel!and!selecting!papers!in!order!from!number!1!to!the!total!
that! would! be! reviewed! at! that! stage! (i.e.! up! to! 18! for! paper)).! InterWrater! reliability! was!
assessed!by!Cohen’s!weighted!kappa!(as!the!categories!of!‘excluded’,!‘queried’!and!‘included’!
were! considered! ordered).! This! indicated! that! interWrater! reliability! was! ‘good’! for! title!
(Weighted! Kappa! =! 0.74),! ‘very! good’! for! abstract! (Weighted! Kappa! =! 0.8)! and! ‘good’! for!
paper!(Weighted!Kappa!=!0.77).!!
!
At! all! levels! of! screening! (i.e.! title,! abstract! and! fullWpaper),! there! were! discrepancies! only!

















































































































































methods! tended! to! provide! information! about! the! structure! of! inner! speech,! as! well! as!
frequency!and!content,!to!a!lesser!extent.!!
!





Experimental!methods! tended! to! be! both! objective! and! subjective! and!were! based! on! the!
present!moment,! but! relied! on! elicited! inner! speech.! They! provided! information! about! the!
structure!of!inner!speech,!or!whether!it!was!present!or!not.!!
!















Only! two! studies! included! in! this! review! validated! their! methods! of! measurement! against!
another! method! (seven! percent).! The! methods! used! in! these! combination! studies!




































































































Subjective! No! Spontaneous! Not!reported! Poor! Frequency! No!
Hurlburt!et!al.,!
Heavey,!2002!




























































































































































































































































































































The' six' categories' of'methods,' their' findings' and'observations' about' the'particular' paper’s'
quality' will' be' presented' separately.' ' In' the' table' headings' (Tables' 2,' 4,' 5,' 6,' 7' and' 8),'
‘Description’' refers' to' whether' the' sample' was' adequately' described,' ‘Selection’' refers' to'
whether' there'was' unbiased' selection' of' the' participants' and' ‘Min' Difs’' refers' to'whether'
authors'attempted'to'minimise'baseline'differences'between'the'groups'(see'Appendix'4'for'








relevant),' although' none' reported' participant' ethnicity' (see' Appendix' 4' for' more'
information).' Three' of' the' four' papers' did' not' adequately' report' on' both' the' selection'
procedure'and'inclusion/exclusion'criteria,'so'it'was'not'possible'to'determine'whether'there'








of' others’' voices' in' inner' speech' (e.g.' “I' experience' the' voices' of' other' people' asking'me'
questions' in' my' head”),' and' ‘Evaluative/Motivational’' which' investigates' the' role' of' inner'
speech' in' evaluating' situations,' people' and' the' self' (e.g.' “I' think' to'myself' in' inner' speech'
about' what' I' have' done,' and' whether' it' was' right' or' not”).' Delamillieure' et' al.' (2010)'
designed'the'Resting'State'Questionnaire'(RSQ)'(which'also'included'an'interview),'which'was'




inner' experience,' which' included' ‘inner' language’,' a' combination' of' inner' speech' and'
auditory' mental' imagery.' Participants' were' asked' whether' the' content' of' each' mental'
activity' related' to' ongoing' learning' activities,' memory' reminiscences,' or' prospective'
thoughts,' and' whether' it' was' associated' with' a' positive' or' negative' valence.' They' also'




































































































































Table! 3! presents! COSMIN! ratings! of! measurement! properties! of! the! questionnaire! and!
interviews!above!(see!Appendix!5!for!information!used!to!establish!a!quality!rating).!The!VISQ!




this!checklist,!and! it!was!not!possible! to!assess!many!of! the!psychometric!properties!of! the!






























































Table& 4& presents& information& about& the& introspective& methods.& Studies& were& varied& with&
regard& to& adequate& description& of& the& sample& (see& Appendix& 4),& with& one& study& failing& to&
report&participant’s& ages& (Payne&&&Manning,& 1991).&None&of& the& studies& reported&ethnicity.&
The&papers&also&tended&not&to&report&their&recruitment&strategies&or& inclusion&and&exclusion&
criteria,&making& it& difficult& to& assess& for& the& presence& of& bias& in& sample& selection.& However&
when&information&was&available&bias&was&not&found&(Hurlburt&&&Heavey,&2002).&&
&
In& Descriptive& Experience& Sampling& (DES)& (Hurlburt& && Heavey,& 2002)& participants& carry& a&
beeper& in& their& natural& environments& and& make& notes& about& their& inner& experience& when&






the& previous& week.& They& developed& a& coding& scheme& for& the& raw& data,& which& included&
categories& such&as&whether& inner& speech& focused&on& the& self,& the&environment&or& activities&
(see&Table&4).&It&was&not&clear&why&these&categories&were&chosen.&Payne&and&Manning&(1991,&
p.& 49)& asked& participants& to& keep& logs& of& their& selfWtalk& (described& as& “what& they& said& to&
themselves& about& situations”)& for& two& days.& This& raw& data&was& coded& on& three& dimensions&


























































































































































































differences& between& groups& had&been&minimised.&When& applicable,& control& of& confounding&
variables&was&found&to&be&suitable&(Oppenheim&&&Dell,&2008).&&
&
Lyxell& et& al.& (1994)& asked& participants& to& silently& decide&whether& two&words& rhymed,&while&
Oppenheim&and&Dell&(2008)&gave&participant’s&tongueOtwisters&to&recite&in&inner&speech,&and&
asked&them&to&report&any&errors.&Tongue&twisters&can&elicit&a&lexical&bias&effect&(tendency&for&





example& Oppenheim& and& Dell& (2008)& found& that& the& phonemic& similarity& effect& was& only&
present& in& external& slips,&while& the& lexical& bias&was& present& during& both& inner& and& external&





lip&movements&when&they&engaged& in&elicited&silent&speech.&These&studies& indicate&that& it& is&























































































































Table! 6! presents! information! about! the! tasks! used! to! investigate! inner! speech! in!
neuroimaging! studies.! All! papers! adequately! described! the! sample! in! terms! of! age! and!
gender,! although! none! reported! ethnicity! (see! Appendix! 4! for! more! information).! The!
majority!of!authors!did!not!give!information!on!sample!recruitment!or!selection!criteria,!so!it!
was! not! possible! to! assess!whether! selection!of! the! sample!was! biased.! If! information!was!
reported,! selection! appeared! to! be! partially! biased.! Papers! tended! to! adequately!minimise!




inner! speech.! Papers! did! note! that! it! was! not! possible! to! determine! exactly! what! inner!
experience!individuals!were!engaging!in!during!these!tasks!(e.g.!people!may!also!have!images!!
(Lee!et!al.,!2009)).!Simons!et!al.! (2010)!noted!that! ‘intrinsic! inner!speech’!may!occur!during!
baseline! tasks,! indicating! that! they! considered! this! to!be!a!different!phenomenon! from! the!
elicited!inner!speech!they!were!investigating.!
!
Brain! areas! that!were! found! to! be! associated!with! the! production! of! elicited! inner! speech!























































































































































































Table&7&presents& the& lesion& studies& included& in& this& review.&All&papers&adequately&described&
the&sample&in&terms&of&gender&and&age,&although&ethnicity&was&not&reported&(see&Appendix&4).&
Information&was&lacking&on&recruitment&procedures&so&it&was&not&possible&to&assess&whether&






used& in& the& above& literature.& However& these& lesion& studies& allow& investigation& into& the&
relationships&between& inner& speech&and&other& cognitive& functions.& It& appears& that& language&
ability& does& not& depend& on& inner& speech& ability& (Levine& et& al.,& 1982).& In& addition& some&
participants&with&aphasia&had&preserved&inner&speech,&but& impaired&overt&speech,& indicating&
that&inner&speech&is&not&simply&overt&speech&without&articulation&(Geva,&Bennett,&et&al.,&2011).&







































































Papers' that' used' a' combination' of' methods' to' investigate' inner' speech' are' presented' in'
Table' 8.' Both' studies' described' the' samples' in' terms' of' age' and' gender' but' not' ethnicity'
(Alderson=Day' &' Fernyhough,' 2015;' Kühn' et' al.,' 2014).' It' was' not' possible' to' determine'




Kühn' et' al.' (2014)' used' a' combination' of' fMRI' and'DES' to' investigate' inner' speech' in' one'
participant.' This' participant' engaged' in' an' fMRI' task' that' elicited' inner' speech.' She' was'
trained'on'using'DES' in'her'natural'environment,'and' then'completed'DES'during'a' second'
fMRI'scan,'with'an'interview'after'the'scan'was'completed.'The'experimenters'coded'the'raw'
introspective' data' from' DES' samples' in' the' scanner,' for' the' presence' of' different' inner'
experiences'(including'inner'speech),'and'classified'each'sample'into'‘verbal’,'‘visual’,'‘bodily’'
and'‘auditory’.'Elicited'inner'speech'was'associated'with'activity'in'the'same'brain'areas'as'in'
previous'studies' (see'Table'6;'e.g.'Abe'et'al.,'2011),' including' the' left' inferior' frontal'gyrus,'
superior' temporal' sulcus,' and' superior' and' middle' temporal' gyri.' During' the' DES' scan,'










before' and' after' participants' completed' experience' sampling' via' a' smartphone' app.'
Participants' were' randomly' prompted' by' the' app' during' their' day' and' were' asked' to'
complete'one'question'from'each'of'the'four'VISQ'subscales,'and'record'whether'they'were'
thinking' about' the' past,' present' or' future.' There' were' correlations' between' random'
sampling'and'questionnaire'self=report'with'regard'to'the'Condensed'and'Other'People'VISQ'
subscales,' but' not' between' the' Dialogic' and' Evaluative' subscales.' In' addition,' subjective'
endorsement' was' lower' during' experience' sampling' than' during' questionnaire' self=report.
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Three(of( the( studies( included( in( this( systematic( review( related( variation( in( inner( speech( to(
variation(in(psychological(symptoms(of(mental(ill8health(in(non8clinical(samples((see(Table(9).(
Increased( engagement( in( evaluative( and( motivational( inner( speech( was( associated( with(
increased( levels( of( anxiety( as( measured( by( questionnaire( self8report( (Alderson8Day( &(
Fernyhough,(2015;(McCarthy8Jones(&(Fernyhough,(2011),(but(not(when(measured(by(in(the(
moment( sampling( (Alderson8Day( &( Fernyhough,( 2015).( Self8reported( anxiety( was( also(

















































One( of( the( studies( in( this( review( measured( inner( speech( differences( in( a( clinical( sample.(
Langdon( et( al.( (2009)( found( that( individuals( with( a( diagnosis( of( schizophrenia( had( greater(




These( preliminary( findings( suggest( that( certain( variations( in( the( content,( frequency( and(











It( is(possible( to(measure( inner( speech(as(a(process( in( its(own(right,(with(questionnaire(and(
interview,( introspective,( experimental,( neuroimaging( and( lesion( methodologies.( Table( 10(






assess(many( of( the( psychometric( properties( of( the( interview( developed( by( Langdon( et( al.(
(2009).( The( current( best( questionnaire( and( interview(measure(of( inner( speech( is( therefore(
seen(to(be(the(VISQ.(Questionnaires(are(not(able(to(capture(spontaneous(inner(speech(as( it(





Introspective( methods( produce( raw( data( with( regard( to( people’s( idiosyncratic( inner(











Method' Name' Characterist ics 'of ' IS ' Aspects'of ' IS '
Obj/Sbj' Rtp/Pres' Spon/Elic'
Questionnaires( VISQ( Sbj(( Rtp( NA( Structure,(Content(
RSQ( Sbj(( Rtp( NA( Frequency,(Valence,(
Content(
‘IS(interview’( Sbj( Rtp( NA( Frequency,(Valence,(
Content(
Introspection(( DES( Sbj(( Pres( Spon( (researcher(interest)(
Thought(
listing(
Sbj( Rtp( NA( (researcher(interest)(
Experimental( Rhyming(
judgements(
Both( Pres( Elic( Structure(
EMG( Obj( Pres( Elic( Presence(
Neuroimaging( fMRI( Both(( Pres( Elic( Associated(brain(areas(
EEG( Both( Pres( Elic( Presence?(







DES(was( the( only( introspective(method( that( did( not( have( an( a8priori( focus( on( a( particular(
aspect(of(inner(experience,(as(listing(of(one’s(inner(thoughts(obviously(requires(individuals(to(
focus( on( one( aspect( (Morin( et( al.,( 2011;( Payne( &( Manning,( 1991).( In( addition,( the(
49#
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introspective(method(DES(was( the(only( technique(of( those(critiqued( in( this( review(that(can(
measure(spontaneous( inner(speech.(Hurlburt(et(al.( (2013,(p.(1479)(explicitly(state(that(they(
developed( DES( in( order( to( elicit( information( about( inner( speech(which(was( “not( expressly(




speech( through( silent( rhyming( judgement( tasks( (e.g.( Lyxell( et( al.,( 1994),( as( well( as( the(
possibility(of(observing(whether(inner(speech(is(actually(occurring(by(using(EMG((e.g.(Livesay(
et(al.,(1996).(Currently,(these(methods(have(only(been(used(to(investigate(individual’s(elicited(
inner( speech.( In( addition,( as( far( as( is( known,( these( methods( have( not( yet( been( used( to(




with( inner( speech( activity,( although( it( is( not( possible( to( determine( objectively( whether(
participants(are(engaging( in( inner( speech(during( these( tasks.(All( studies( in( this( review(used(
tasks( that(elicited(participants’( inner( speech,(with( the(exception(of(Kuhn(et( al.,( (2014)( (see(
below).( Elicited( inner( speech( has( been( described( as( “an( unnatural( phenomenon( (Jones( &(










finding( appears( to( validate( both( fMRI( tasks( and( the( DES( method.( Although( this( study(
presented(the(results(of(only(one(participant,(the(results(indicated(that(elicited(inner(speech(
activates( a( broader( network( of( brain( areas( than( DES( classified( spontaneous( inner( speech(





Alderson8Day( and( Fernyhough( (2015)( found( that(measuring( inner( speech( by( questionnaire(
self8report(tended(to(result( in(greater( levels(of(endorsement(of(various(characteristics,(than(
when(information(was(gathered(through(randomly(sampled(moments.(This(provides(support(
for( Hurlburt( et( al.’s( (2013)( argument( that( asking( about( inner( speech( in( generalised,(
retrospective( forms(may( lead( to( inflated( responses.( In(addition,( the( size(of( the(discrepancy(
between( questionnaire( and( sampling( report( varied,( depending( on( the( inner( speech(
characteristic( that( was( being( measured( (Alderson8Day( &( Fernyhough,( 2015).( Specifically,(
reliability(between(questionnaire(and(sampling( reports(of(evaluative(and(motivational( inner(
speech(was( divergent.( Alderson8Day( and( Fernyhough( (2015)( tentatively( suggested( that( this(
sort(of(inner(speech(may(be(linked(to(negative(beliefs(and(ideas(about(the(self,(which(may(be(




This( review( demonstrates( that( these( methodologies( can( be( used( to( discern( individual(
differences( in( inner( speech.( There( are( preliminary( suggestions( that( these( measurement(
methods(provide(data(about( inner(speech(which( is(related(to( individual(differences( in(other(








This( review( demonstrates( that( there( is( preliminary( evidence( to( suggest( that( inner( speech(
differences(are(related(to(psychological(disorders(and(symptoms.(For(example,(the(amount(of(
inner(speech(which(individuals(engaged(in(was(found(to(be(different(if(someone(did(or(did(not(
have( a( diagnosis( of( schizophrenia( (Langdon( et( al.,( 2009).( In( addition,( the( tendency( of(
individuals((although(from(a(non8clinical(sample),(to(experience(auditory(verbal(hallucinations(







(at( least( in(non8clinical(samples).(Self8esteem(was( inversely(related(to(the(presence(of(other(
people’s( voices( in( one’s( inner( speech( as(measured( by( questionnaires( (Alderson8Day( et( al.,(
2014).(Anxiety(levels(were(related(to(both(questionnaire(and(momentary(sampling(measures(
of( the( presence( of( other’s( voices( in( inner( speech( (Alderson8Day( &( Fernyhough,( 2015;(
McCarthy8Jones(&(Fernyhough,(2011).(Using( inner(speech(to(evaluate(and(motivate(oneself(
was(also(associated(with(anxiety(when(measured(by(questionnaire(methods((McCarthy8Jones(
&( Fernyhough,( 2011).( Alderson8Day( et( al.( (2014)( note( that( the( VISQ,( which( was( used( to(
discern( these( relationships,( does(not( elicit( the( valence( related( to( any(of( the( characteristics(
measured.(For(example(some(evaluations(could(be(“more(positive( (e.g.( “I(can'do(this”)(and(





However,( the( relationship( between( using( one’s( evaluative( inner( speech( and( self8reported(
anxiety(was(not(found(when(inner(speech(was(measured(by(experience(sampling((Alderson8
Day(&(Fernyhough,(2015).(As(discussed(above,(Alderson8Day(and(Fernyhough((2015)(suggest(
that( this(may(be( related( to( the( salience(of(particular(phenomenological( properties(of( inner(
speech,(when(thinking(about(oneself(in(general(terms.((
(





This( review(has(highlighted( that( although( it( is( possible( to(measure( individual( differences( in(
inner( speech,( the(methodologies( that( are( currently( available( require( further( development.(
The( VISQ( was( only( recently( developed,( and( requires( replication( in( samples( outside( a(
university( student( populations.( In( addition,( all( of( the( questionnaire( and( interview,( and(
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Questionnaire( methods( could( be( developed( in( order( to( assess( additional( aspects( of( inner(
speech.(As(noted(by(the(authors(themselves((McCarthy8Jones(&(Fernyhough,(2011),(the(VISQ(
in(its(current(form(does(not(capture(information(about(whether(individuals(experience(affect(











of8principal( investigation( shows( that( it( is( possible( to( combine( objective( methods( of(
measurement( such( as( fMRI,( with( subjective( methodologies( such( as( DES.( It( would( be(
interesting( to( continue( to( attempt( to( corroborate( individuals’( subjective( reporting( of(
engagement(in( inner(speech((through(DES(or(an(experience(sampling(app(for(example)(with(
objective(measure((using(EMG,(to(investigate(covert(lip(muscle(activity(associated(with(inner(
speech( for( example).( In( an( EMG( experiment( investigating( a( different( form( of( inner(
experience,( Rapin,( Dohen,( Polosan,( Perrier,( and( Lœvenbruck( (2013),( found( an( increase( in(
covert(lip(muscle(activity(during(auditory(verbal(hallucinations.(Such(corroborative(studies(are(
important( for( validating(methods( which( individually( can( only( measure( inner( speech( either(
objectively(or(subjectively.((
(




inner( speech( during( fMRI( scans.( However( this( study( also( indicated( that( some( of( the( brain(
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to( compare( retrospective( questionnaire( reports( with( in8the8moment( experience( sampling,(
and( thereby( provide( validation( for( aspects( of( these(measurement(methods.( That( is,( some(
characteristics(of(inner(speech((such(as(its(condensed(or(extended(nature)(can(be(assessed(by(
both(questionnaire(and(momentary(sampling(methods,(but(it(may(not(be(valid(or(reliable(to(
measure(other( characteristics( (such(as(how(much(people(use( inner( speech( to(evaluate(and(











The(methods( that( exist( for(measuring( inner( speech( vary(with( regard( to( the( characteristics(
which( they( are( able( to(measure,( such( as( its( frequency,( content( or( structure.(Methods( also(
vary( regarding( the( qualities( of( the( inner( speech( which( they( rely( on,( such( as( whether( it( is(
subjective,( retrospective( or( elicited.( Combining( methods( of( measurement( enables( the(
validation(of(methods( that( rely(on(differing(qualities(of( inner( speech.(There(are(preliminary(
findings(that(individual(differences(in(inner(speech(found(by(these(methods(of(measurement,(
are( related( to( variation( in( other( aspects( of( human( experience.( This( includes( variation( in(
psychological(disorders(and(symptoms(such(as(auditory(verbal(hallucinations,(anxiety(and(self8
esteem.( It( is( suggested( that(a(more( thorough(assessment(of( inner( speech(processes(across(



























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Unknown( 1( 18( F( Not(
reported(


























Information(used(to( inform(COSMIN(ratings(of (questionnaires(and( interview(measures(














































Cross/cultrual (val idity ( NA( NA( NA(




































































































levels! of! behaviour! such! as! alcohol,! tobacco! and! drug! use! and! fighting.! However! many!
adolescents!do!not!engage!in!all!such!behaviours,!indicating!that!there!are!marked!individual!
differences! in! riskHtaking.! Individual! differences! in! executive! function,! including! working!
memory,! inhibitory! control! and! planning! ability,! as! well! as! impulsivity! have! been! found! to!
predict!adolescent!riskHtaking.!!
!
This! study! hypothesised! that! the! presence! of! a! situation! in! which! riskHtaking! could! occur!
activates! the! executive! system,!which! then! recruits! the! inner! speech! system! to! support! its!
functioning.! It! investigated!whether! individual!differences! in!both!executive! functioning!and!
inner! speech! contributed! to! an! individual’s! level! of! impulsivity,! increasing! or! reducing! the!
likelihood!of!their!engagement!in!realHlife!riskHtaking!behaviour.!!
!
Sixty! 13! to! 15! year! old! male! adolescents,! recruited! from! pupil! referral! units! and!
comprehensive!schools,!took!part!in!this!study.!Participants!completed!measures!of!executive!
function,!inner!speech,!cognitive!ability!impulsivity!and!realHlife!riskHtaking.!Stronger!executive!
function!was! found!to!predict! reduced!engagement! in! realHworld! riskHtaking!behaviour,!and!
this! relationship! was! fully!mediated! by! selfHreported! impulsivity.! This! finding! suggests! that!
deficits! in! executive! function! lead! to! more! riskHtaking! through! impulsive! actions.! Stronger!
verbal! skills!were! also! found! to! predict! reduced! engagement! in! riskHtaking! behaviours.! The!
possibility! that! inner!speech! is! the!mechanism!through!which!verbal!ability! impacts!on! riskH
taking!behaviour!was!not!supported!by!the!findings!of!this!study.!However!it!may!be!that!the!






‘RiskHtaking’! is! a! term! for! behaviours! that! are! associated!with! some! probability! of! harmful!
consequences! (Boyer,! 2006).! Engagement! in! riskHtaking! behaviours! increases! during!
adolescence,!and!peaks!during!this!developmental!period!(Steinberg,!2007;!Steinberg!et!al.,!
2008).! The! Centre! for! Disease! Control! and! Prevention! (CDC)! surveyed! the! risky! behaviours!
that! American! high! school! students! engaged! in! and! found! a! high! prevalence! of! smoking!
cigarettes! (23%)!and!cannabis! (20%),!engaging! in! violent!behaviours! such!as! fighting! (36%),!
drinking!alcohol!(43%),!and!driving!while!intoxicated!(10%)!(Eaton!et!al.,!2006).!!
!
Developmental!neuroscientists!hypothesise! that! risky!behaviour! in!adolescents! results! from!
an! interaction! between! the! staggered! maturation! of! two! neurobiological! systems! (Casey,!




underpin! many! executive! functions! and! increasingly! assert! regulatory! control! over! risky!
behaviour!as! it!matures! (Casey!et!al.,!2008;!Steinberg,!2007,!2008;!Strang!et!al.,!2013).!The!
initial! maturation! of! the! socioHemotional! system! during! adolescence! (prior! to! the! full!
maturation!of!the!regulatory!system)!has!been!postulated!to!result!in!an!increased!propensity!
to!seek!rewards!and!thus!explains!why!adolescents!are!more!likely!than!children!to!engage!in!
riskHtaking! behaviours! (Casey! et! al.,! 2008;! Steinberg,! 2008,! 2010;! Strang! et! al.,! 2013).! The!
decline!in!risk!taking!behaviour!that!follows!as!adolescents!reach!adulthood!(Steinberg,!2007,!
2008)! is! hypothesised! to! coincide! with! the! maturation! of! the! second! regulatory!
neurobiological!system.!
!
However,! not! all! adolescents! engage! in! the! same! amount! of! riskHtaking! behaviour! (Romer,!













human! behaviour! is! expressed,! and! are! understood! to! be! necessary! for! appropriate! adult!
conduct! (Lezak,! 1983).! These! functions! are! the! behaviours! that! humans! direct! towards!
themselves! in!order! to!modify! their!behaviour,!and! therefore!allow! for! the!“crossHtemporal!
organisation! of! behaviour! toward! the! future”! (Barkely,! 2001,! pg! 25;! Fuster,! 1995).! These!
functions! are!used! in! selfHregulation,! allowing! individuals! to! “organise! and!direct! behaviour!
and! cognition”! (Jurado! &! Rosselli,! 2007,! p.! 215)! so! as! to! change! their! future! outcomes!
(Barkley,!2001).!Although!there! is!a! lack!of!consensus!on! the!exact!definition!and!nature!of!








response! inhibition,! planning! ability! and! working! memory! (Pharo,! Sim,! Graham,! Gross,! &!
Hayne,! 2011;! Steinberg,! 2008).! There! is! some! evidence! that! during! adolescence,! response!
inhibition,! planning! ahead! and! the! weighing! of! risks! and! rewards,! continue! to! develop!
towards!adult!levels!of!selfHregulation!of!behaviour!(Luna!&!Sweeney,!2004;!Steinberg!et!al.,!
2008).!For!example,!a!crossHsectional! investigation! into!developmental!changes! in!executive!
functions! in! an!Australian! sample!of!11! to!15! year!olds,! found!no! sex!or! age!differences! in!
overall! planning! ability! (Anderson! et! al.,! 2001).! However! participants! were! given! two!
attempts! to!complete! the! task,!and!11!year!olds!had!a!greater!number!of! second!attempts!
than! the!15!year!old!group,! indicating! there!are! some!subtle,! gradual! increases! in!planning!
ability! over! adolescence.! Anderson! et! al.! (2001)! also! found! age! differences! (but! not! sex!
differences)! in! working! memory,! with! 15! year! olds! performing! better! than! younger!








risk!taking.!Pharo!et!al! (2011)!conducted!a!study! in!New!Zealand! in!a!community!sample!of!
136,! 13! to! 17! year! old! adolescents! (69!males,! 67! females)! and! 57,! 18! to! 22! year! olds! (27!
males,!30!females).!They!assessed!executive!functions!using!a!battery!of!neuropsychological!
tests! that!measured!processes! such!as! verbal! fluency,!working!memory,! selective! attention!
and!impulse!control,!and!then!combined!the!results!of!these!tests!into!one!composite!score.!
These!researchers!found!that!performance!on!these!tests!was!predictive!of!real!life!risk!taking!
independent!of! age,! sex!and!personality! traits! (see!below)! (Pharo!et! al.,! 2011).! This! finding!
suggests!that!individual!differences!in!performance!of!tests!of!executive!function!are!related!
to! individual! differences! in! real! life! adolescent! riskHtaking.! Romer! et! al! (2011)! assessed!
working!memory!ability!at!three!annual!assessments!in!a!longitudinal!study!of!387!American!
youths! (49%!male),!who!were!aged!10! to!12!years!at! their! first! assessment.!An! individual’s!
working!memory,!as!measured!at!the!first!assessment,!was!found!to!predict!their!riskHtaking!




Romer!et!al’s! (2011)! study!also! investigated! the! impact!of! two! forms!of! impulsivity!on! riskH!
taking.! They! distinguished! between! selfHreported! ‘sensation! seeking’,! which! they!
conceptualised! as! “the! tendency! to! pursue! exciting! and! novel! experience”,! and! the! selfH
reported! “tendency! to! act! without! thinking! and! to! experience! harmful! consequences! of!






et! al.,! 2011).! Individual! differences! in! personality! traits! were! also! implicated! in! Pharo! and!
colleagues’! (2011)! study.! They! administered! the! Zuckerman! and! Kulhman! Personality!
Questionnaire! H! Short! Form! (Zuckerman,! Kuhlman,! Joireman,! Teta,! &! Kraft,! 1993)! which!
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assesses! ‘impulsive! sensationHseeking’,! as! well! as! traits! such! as! ‘neuroticismHanxiety’! and!
‘sociability’,!and!derived!one!composite!score!from!this!measure.!This!‘personality’!score!was!
found!to!predict!real!world!risk!taking,!once!gender,!executive!function!and!age!were!taken!
into! account! (Pharo! et! al.,! 2011).! However! it! is! not! clear! which! of! the! personality! traits!
combined! in! the!composite! score!were!driving! this! finding.! ! Stanford!et!al! (1996)!have!also!






(2008)! propose! that! “impulsivity! refers! to! a! lack! of! selfHcontrol! or! deficiencies! in! response!
inhibition;! it! leads! to! hasty,! unplanned! behavior”! (Steinberg! et! al.,! 2008,! p.! 1765).! Barkley!
(1997)! suggests! that! inhibitory! control! provides! a! delay! within! which! other! executive!
functions! can! then! operate,! and! that! it! is! a! lack! of! this! inhibitory! control! of! inappropriate!
responses! that! produces! impulsive! behaviour,! which! is! suggested! to! include! riskHtaking!
(Barkley,! 1997;! Romer,! 2010).! SelfHreported! impulsivity! has! indeed! been! found! to! be!
associated!with!deficits! in!task!based!measures!of!cognitive! inhibition!(e.g.!Stroop)! in!adults!
(Enticott,!Ogloff,!&!Bradshaw,!2006).!
!
Investigations! into! age! differences! in! impulsivity! indicate! that! there! is! a! relatively! linear!
decline! in! impulsivity! from! childhood,! into! adolescence! and! then! adulthood! (Galvan,! Hare,!
Voss,!Glover,!&!Casey,!2007;!Leshem!&!Glicksohn,!2007;!Steinberg!et!al.,!2008).!For!example,!
Steinberg!et! al! (2008)! investigated!age!differences! in! impulsivity,! in! an!American! sample!of!
935!individuals!(49%!male,!51%!female),!aged!between!10!and!30!years!of!age.!In!this!crossH
sectional! study,! participants! completed! a! selfHreport! measure! of! impulsivity! (the! Barratt!
Impulsivity!Scale!(BISH11)!(Patton,!Stanford,!&!Barratt,!1995)),!as!well!as!a!behavioural! index!
of! impulsivity! (conceptualised! as! hasty! performance),! which! was! the! amount! of! time! a!
participant! took! between! presentation! and! initiation! of! a! computer! task.! The! behavioural!
measure!demonstrated!significant!declines!in!impulsivity!from!age!16!on,!in!a!similar!pattern!
to! that!seen!on!the!selfHreport!measure,!where!a! linear!decline! in! impulsivity!was!observed!
between!ages!10!and!30! (Steinberg!et!al.,!2008).!The!behavioural!measure!demonstrated!a!






second! order! factors,! termed! ‘motor! impulsiveness’! (relating! to! acting! on! the! spur! of! the!






is! possible! that! the! absence! of! particular! thought! processes! significantly! contributes! to!




In! Vygotsky’s! (1962)! theory! of! cognitive! development,! children! initially! depend! on! external!
instruction!to!guide!their!behaviour,!and!then!learn!to!do!this! independently!using!an!outer!
monologue! (often! termed! ‘private! speech’! in! the! literature),! which! eventually! becomes!
internalised!as! inner! speech! (Vygotsky,!1962).!This!hypothesis!parallels! that!of!Luria! (1965),!
who! understood! that! in! the! development! of! the! executive! functions,! certain! prelinguistic!




Inner! speech!has!been!defined!as!“the!subjective!experience!of! language! in! the!absence!of!
articulation”! (AldersonHDay! &! Fernyhough,! in! press,! p.! 1).! Although! inner! speech! is!
understood! to!be!a! separate!process! from!the!executive! function!system! (e.g.!at! times! it! is!
involved!solely!in!speech!production),!it!is!also!hypothesised!that!the!inner!speech!system!is!
recruited! as! a! cognitive! tool! to! support! complex! cognitive! processes! (AldersonHDay! &!
Fernyhough,!in!press).!This!hypothesis!suggests!that!disrupting!inner!speech!should!impact!on!
people’s! performance! on! tasks! of! executive! function.! The! majority! of! the! research!





Investigations! into!whether! inner!speech!supports!a!particular! task!have! typically!employed!
dualHtask! paradigms,! where! participants! engage! in! a! secondary! task! that! requires! verbal!









Jarrold,! 2012).! These! findings! have! been! mirrored! in! studies! with! youths,! as! articulatory!
suppression! was! found! to! impact! negatively! on! the! performance! of! typically! developing!
children!and!adolescents! (when! compared!with! adolescents!with! autism)!during!a!planning!
task! (the! Tower! of! London)! (Wallace,! Silvers,! Martin,! &! Kenworthy,! 2009)! and! a! cognitive!
flexibility!task!(using!a!computer!based!card!sorting!task)!(RussellHSmith,!Comerford,!Maybery,!
&!Whitehouse,!2013).!Fatzer!and!Roebers!(2012)!found!that!the!greater!the!working!memory!
demands! of! tasks! administered! to! 6! and! 9! year! old! children,! the! greater! the! detrimental!






have)! than! omission! errors! (failing! to! press! a! button),! during! the! articulatory! suppression!
condition.! Tullett! and! Inzlicht! (2010)! concluded! that! participants’! readiness! to! press! the!
button! constituted!more! impulsive! responding.! This! study! suggests! that! preventing! people!
from! using! their! inner! speech! reduces! their! inhibitory! control! of! inappropriate! responses,!
which! in! turn! produces! more! impulsive! behaviour! (Barkley,! 1997;! Steinberg! et! al.,! 2008;!
Tullett!&!Inzlicht,!2010).!!
!
DualHtask,! articulatory! suppression! experiments! constitute! one! of! the! methods! that! are!
increasingly!being!used!to!examine!individual!differences!in!inner!speech!(McCarthyHJones!&!
Fernyhough,! 2011;! AldersonHDay! &! Fernyhough,! in! press).! Questionnaires,! such! as! the!
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Varieties! of! Inner! Speech! Questionnaire! (VISQ)! (McCarthyHJones! &! Fernyhough,! 2011),!
introspective!techniques!such!as!Descriptive!Experience!Sampling!(DES)!(e.g.!Hurlburt,!Koch,!
&! Heavey,! 2002)! and! other! experimental! methods! investigating! covert! lip! movements!
through! electromyography! (EMG)! (e.g.! Livesay,! Liebke,! Samaras,! &! Stanley,! 1996)! or! silent!
phonological! judgements! (e.g.! Oppenheim! &! Dell,! 2008)! can! also! be! used! to! examine!
individual!differences!in!inner!speech.!!
!
The! VISQ!measures! selfHreported! phenomenological! properties! of! innerHspeech! (McCarthyH
Jones! &! Fernyhough,! 2011).! These! specifically! investigate! the! dialogical! quality! of! innerH
speech!(i.e.!the!sense!of!an!interplay!between!two!internalised!perspectives),! its!condensed!
versus!expanded!nature!(as!inner!speech!is!hypothesised!to!be!syntactically!and!semantically!
abbreviated),! its! evaluative/motivational! nature! (whether! it! is! used! to! evaluate! the!
environment,!people!and!oneself)! and!whether! the! voices!of!other!people! feature! in!one’s!
inner!speech!(McCarthyHJones!&!Fernyhough,!2011).!This!questionnaire!has!been!validated!in!





Whether! an! individual! does! or! does! not! engage! in! riskHtaking! behaviour! is! hypothesised! to!
result!from!a!complex!process!involving!the!interplay!between!inner!speech,!impulsivity!and!
executive! functions.! The! primary! aim! of! this! study! is! to! investigate! the! degree! to! which!
individual! differences! in! these! processes! predict! the! amount! of! realHlife! riskHtaking! that!
adolescents!engage!in.!It!is!hypothesised!that!the!presence!of!a!situation!in!which!riskHtaking!
could! occur! will! activate! the! executive! system,! which! will! in! turn! recruit! the! inner! speech!
system! to! support! its! functioning.! It! is! therefore!hypothesised! that! individual!differences! in!










before! they! explode! (Lejuez,! Aklin,! Bornovalova,! &! Moolchan,! 2005).! The! BART! has! been!
found!to!predict!selfHreported!engagement!in!realHworld!riskHtaking!behaviours!in!adolescents!
(Aklin,!Lejuez,!Zvolensky,!Kahler,!&!Gwadz,!2005;!Lejuez!et!al.,!2005;!Lejuez,!Aklin,! Jones,!et!
al.,! 2003;! Lejuez,! Aklin,! Zvolensky,! &! Pedulla,! 2003).! Participants! will! complete! the! BART!
under!articulatory!suppression!and!a!control!condition! that! involves!mouth!movements!but!
no!speech.!This!condition! is! included! in!order! to!control! for!general!effects!of!completing!a!
dualHtask!(e.g.!keeping!time!to!a!beat),!and! identify!specific!effects!of!blocking! inner!speech!




The! VISQ! (McCarthyHJones! &! Fernyhough,! 2011)! will! also! be! used! to! provide! a! selfHreport!
measure! of! inner! speech,! in! order! to! both! explore! and! complement! findings! from! the!
objective! articulatory! suppression! paradigm.! Relationships! between! the! subscales! on! the!
VISQ! and! inner! speech! as! measured! by! the! dualHtask! paradigm! are! exploratory,! as! are!






while!other!authors! report! that! riskHtaking!starts! to!decline! in! later!adolescence,!around!18!
years!of! age! (Arnett,! 1992;!Boyer,! 2006;! Steinberg,!2007,!2008).! For! this! reason,! this! study!
will!focus!on!adolescents!aged!between!13!and!15.!In!addition,!only!males!will!be!included!as!




1. Performance! on! the!mouth!movement! BART! condition! (where! inner! speech! is! not!
disrupted)!will!be!correlated!with!realHlife!riskHtaking!behaviours.!
2. RealHlife! risk! taking! will! be! predicted! by! increased! impulsivity,! but! negatively!
associated! with! executive! functioning! and! inner! speech! (as! measured! by! the!
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difference! in! performance! between! the! two! computer! trials)! (please! refer! to!
Hypothesis!2!in!Figure!1).!!
3. If! a! relationship! is! found! between! inner! speech! and! realHlife! riskHtaking,! this!















Inclusion! criteria! were! that! participants! needed! to! be!male! and! aged! between! 13! and! 15.!








ThirtyHsix! participants! were! recruited! through! mainstream! schools! and! twentyHfour! were!
recruited! from! pupil! referral! units.! An! optHin! or! optHout! parental! consent! process! was!
employed! (see! Appendices! 1! H! 2),! depending! on! the! school’s! discretion.! Youth! assent! was!
received!from!all!participants!(see!Appendix!3),!in!accordance!with!the!protocol!approved!by!
the! ethics! board! of! King’s! College! London! (see! Appendix! 4).! Participants! received! a! £5!
Amazon!voucher!for!their!time.!
Measures!
Real- l i fe )r isk )taking)
There! is! no! goldHstandard! measure! for! assessing! realHlife! riskHtaking.! Romer! et! al! (2009)!
assessed!realHlife!riskHtaking!behaviour!using!a!subset!of!questions!from!the!USA’s!Center!for!
Disease!Control’s! (CDC)!Youth!Risk!Behaviour!System! (YRBS)!and! the!Monitoring! the!Future!
Study.!MacArthur! et! al! (2012)! assessed! realHlife! risk! taking! behaviour! using! questions! that!
were!initially!derived!from!the!Edinburgh!Young!People’s!Survey!of!Crime!and!then!included!
in! the!Avon! Longitudinal! Study!of! Parents! and!Children! (ALSPAC).! These!questionnaires! ask!
about! behaviour! in! large! epidemiological! samples! and! are! therefore! not! validated! per! se,!
although!they!are!wellHestablished!in!their!respective!countries.!!
!
Relevant!questions! from!both!of! these! studies! (MacArthur!et!al.,!2012;!Romer!et!al.,!2009)!
were! used! to! assess! realHlife! riskHtaking! behaviours.! While! potentially! relevant! though!
ethically! challenging,!questions! relating! to! sexual!behaviours!were!not! included,!because!of!
the!low!prevalence!of!this!behaviour!in!MacArthur!et!al’s!(2012)!study!(endorsed!by!1.3%!of!
their!UK! sample!of! 2591! adolescents).! The!CDC’s! YRBS!questions!were!used!because! these!
behaviours!have!been!assessed!by!previous!studies!into!adolescent!riskHtaking!(Romer!et!al.,!
2009;!Romer!et!al.,!2011).!However!these!studies!were!conducted!using!American!samples,!
and! so! questions! from! the! ALSPAC,! which! also! asked! about! antisocial! behaviour,! were!
included!as!they!have!been!used!previously!in!an!epidemiological!study!in!the!UK!(MacArthur!
et! al.,! 2012).! Selected! questions! covered! the! following! areas:! safety,! tobacco,! alcohol! and!
drug!use,!fighting,!gang!involvement,!and!antisocial!behaviour!(see!Appendix!7).!This!measure!







The!adolescent!Balloon!Analogue!Risk!Task! (BART)! is! a! simulated! riskHtaking! computer! task,!
during! which! participants! pump! up! a! series! of! balloons! (Lejuez! et! al.,! 2005).! Every! pump!
increases! the! value! and! size! of! the! balloon,! until! the! balloon! explodes.! Participants! can!
choose! to!collect! the!points!by! transferring! them! into! to!a!permanent!bank!at!any! time,!as!
long!as!the!balloon!does!not!explode.!!
!




is! constrained! on! balloons! that! exploded,! so! including! these! trials! would! limit! betweenH
participant!variability!(Lejuez,!Aklin,!Zvolensky,!et!al.,!2003).!This!outcome!measure!has!been!
found!to!predict!selfHreported!engagement!in!realHworld!riskHtaking!behaviours!in!adolescents!






second)! during! task! completion.! On! the! rare! occasion! that! a! participant! stopped! saying!












mouth!movement! to!a!beat!and!thereby! isolate! the!effect!of!blocking! inner!speech!on!task!
performance!more!precisely.!!
!
Inner! speech! while! completing! the! BART! computer! task! was! calculated! by! looking! at! the!
adjusted! value! on! the! mouth! movement! (control)! trial! minus! the! adjusted! value! on! the!
articulatory! suppression! trial.! If! participants! engaged! in!more! pumps! (i.e.! took!more! risks)!
during! articulatory! suppression! than! under! the! control! condition,! it! is! suggested! that!
individuals!were!using!their!inner!speech!to!control!their!riskHtaking!on!the!BART!task.!That!is,!
the!smaller!the!value!of!the!difference!between!these!two!conditions,!the!more!participants!











present! in! one’s! inner! speech! (e.g.! “I! hear! other! people’s! voices! nagging!me! in!my! head”)!
(McCarthyHJones!&!Fernyhough,!2011)!(see!Appendix!5).!!
!
Impuls iv ity )
Impulsivity!was!assessed!using!the!Barratt!Impulsivity!Scale!(BIS)!(Patton!et!al.,!1995),!a!widely!
used! selfHreport! measure! of! impulsive! personality! traits,! which! has! good! construct,!
convergent!and!discriminant!validity!(Patton!&!Stanford,!1995;!Romer!et!al.,!2011).!Patton!et!
al’s! (1995)! sample! consisted! of! 412! introductory! psychology! undergraduates! (279! females,!
130!males;! psychiatric!patients! (54! females,! 110!males)! and!prisoners! (73!males)! (ages!not!






et! al.,! 2008).! Blakemore! (personal! correspondence)! has! modified! these! questions! to! be!





Working! memory! was! assessed! using! the! backwards! digit! span! task! from! the! Weschler!
Intelligence! Scale! for! Children! IV! (WISCHIV)! (Wechsler,! 2003).! Norms! for! the!WISCHIV! were!











of! this! sample! also! performed! the! Tower! task! again.! TestHretest! analyses! indicated! that!
average! performance! improved! from! first! to! second! testing!with! testHretest! correlations! in!
the!moderate!range!(r12!
!=! .51)! (Delis!et!al.,!2001b).!Successful!performance!on!the!Tower! task! requires!higherHlevel!
executive!functions!(e.g.!rule! learning),!which!include!spatial!planning!abilities,!and!the!total!










word! is!printed! in!as!quickly!as!possible.!The!word! is! the!name!of!a!colour,!which! is!always!











population! of! individuals! aged! 6! to! 90! years,! and! norms! were! derived! from! this! study!
(Wechsler,!2011).!
!
The! WASIHII! is! comprised! of! four! subHtests,! two! of! which! measure! verbal! comprehension!
abilities! (vocabulary! and! similarities)! and! two! that! are! considered! to! assess! perceptual!
reasoning! abilities! (block! design! and! matrix! reasoning).! It! is! possible! to! compute! an!
individual’s!fullHscale!IQ!from!all!four!subscales,!as!well!as!their!verbal!comprehension!abilities!
(a!measure!of!crystallised!intelligence)!and!their!perceptual!reasoning!abilities!(a!measure!of!







Prior! to! testing! participants! were! provided! with! verbal! and! written! explanations! (see!
Appendix!3)!of!the!study,!and!they!were!assured!of!their!anonymity.!They!completed!a!one!










Previous! studies! have! found! correlation! coefficients! between! impulsivity! and! risk! taking!
behaviour!of!0.66! (Romer!et!al.,!2009)!and!between!a!personality!measure,!which! included!
assessment!of!impulsivity,!and!risk!taking!behaviour!of!0.63!(Pharo!et!al.,!2011).!A!correlation!
coefficient!of! H0.33!has!previously!been!observed!between!a! composite! value!derived! from!
performance! on! neuropsychological! tests! of! executive! function! and! risk! taking! behaviour!
(Pharo!et!al.,!2011).!However!the!executive!function!battery!used!in!Pharo!et!al’s!(2011)!study!















covariates!were!also! run.!Mediation!occurs!when! the! relationship!between!an! independent!
variable!and!a!dependent!variable!can!be!explained!by!their!relationship!to!a!third!variable.!













Calculation!of!realH l i fe!r iskHtaking!score!
Questions! on! the! realHlife! riskHtaking! questionnaire! were! coded! with! regard! to! risk! being!
present!or!absent,!and!positive!responses!were!summed!to!provide!a!total!realHlife!riskHtaking!
score.!Specifically!each!question!was!coded!into!a!binary!variable,!where!1!indicated!that!risk!
was!present,! and!0! indicated! there!was!no! risk! (see!Appendix! 7).! This!method!of! summing!





whether! adolescents! did! or! did! not! engage! in! alcohol,! tobacco! or! drug! use! was! included.!
Drinking!alcohol!was!coded!as!0!if!a!participant!said!he!had!never!drunk!more!than!a!few!sips!
of!alcohol,!and!coded!as!1!otherwise.!Further!information!on!age!of!onset!and!frequency!of!
alcohol,! tobacco!and!drug!use!was!not! included,! in!order!to!ensure!that! this!behaviour!was!
only! represented! once! in! the! total! scores.! It! was! decided! not! to! include! information! on!
whether! adolescents! had! been! in! a! car!with! a! driver!who! had! been! drinking! or!whether! a!
participant’s! family! members! or! friends! were! in! a! gang,! as! the! risk! behaviour! in! these!
questions!was!being!engaged! in!by!someone!else,!and!participants!may!not!have!knowingly!
engaged! in! the! risk! behaviour! (only! later! realising! that! the! driver! had! been! drinking! for!
example).! That! is,! the! participant’s! risk! behaviour!was! association! alone! and! it! is! not! clear!
how! much! control! participants! had! over! this! association.! Information! about! whether! a!










them,! and! then! taking! the! average! of! these! three! scores.! Inner! speech! was! calculated! by!
taking! away! a! participant’s! average! adjusted! pumps! score! on! the! articulatory! suppression!
condition!from!their!average!adjusted!pumps!score!on!the!mouth!movement!condition.!
Order! of! completing! the! computer! task! did! not! have! any! effect! on! performance! on! the!
articulatory! suppression! manipulation,! with! the! difference! between! participants! who!
completed! articulatory! suppression! first! (M=31.52,! SE=2.31)! and! those! who! completed! it!
second! (M=35.8,! SE=3.15)! not! reaching! significance,! t(58)! =! H1.01,! p=0.32.! There! were! no!
significant! order! effects! for! the! mouth! movement! condition! either,! with! the! difference!
between!those!participants!who!completed!the!condition!first!(M=32.37,!SE=2.23)!and!those!




Table! 1! reports! descriptive! statistics! for! the! riskHtaking,! executive! function! composite! and!












Table!1. !Descr ipt ive!stat ist ics #
Variable) M) SD) Range)
Total)risk-taking) 8.4! 5.2! 1H22!
Executive)function) 0! 0.69! H1.58!–!1.67!
Planning) 9.9! 2.18! 5!H!16!
Cognitive)Inhibition) 9.37! 3.01! 1!–!15!
Working)Memory) 9.88! 3.15! 3!H!18!
Impulsivity) 58.92! 9.74! 38!H!79!
Inner)Speech) H0.96! 0.66! H35.5!–!27.3!
Full)Scale)IQ) 99.93! 13.9! 74!H!141!
Verbal)Comprehension) 100! 12.87! 82!H!147!




inner! speech.! Specifically,! when! compared! to! participants! who! were! collected! through!




However! this! study! was! interested! in! within! participant! differences,! rather! than! between!
participant!differences,!and!so!further!analyses!did!not!include!source!of!recruitment.!
#




consisted!of!5! items! (α!=! .17),! the!dialogic! inner! speech! subscale! consisted!of!4! items! (α!=!























Hypothesis!2!–!RealHlife!risk! taking!will!be!predicted!by! increased! impulsivity,!but!negatively!
associated!with!better!executive!functioning!and!inner!speech.!
!
Three! simple! regression! analyses! were! run! in! order! to! test! whether! executive! function,!
impulsivity!and!inner!speech!each!predicted!realHlife!riskHtaking.!Executive!function!was!found!
to! significantly!predict! riskHtaking!behaviour,! F(1,! 58)! =!6.83,!p!<!0.05,! and! this! relationship!
was! negative! with! riskHtaking! behaviour! increasing! as! executive! function! decreased! (see!
Appendix! 9! for! an! analysis! of! the! relationship! between! the! components! of! the! executive!
function! composite! score! and! riskHtaking).! Impulsivity! also! predicted! riskHtaking,! F(1,! 58)! =!








mouth! movement! condition! (M=32.92,! SD=12.31),! when! compared! to! the! articulatory!
suppression!condition!(M=33.87,!SD=15.31),!t(59)!=!0.71,!p!=!0.48.!
#
Table!2. !Regression!analysis ! for !var iables!predict ing!real ! l i fe !r isk !taking. #
Predictor)
Variable)
B) 95%)BCa)CI ) SE)B) Beta) p)
EF)prediction)of)real-life)risk-taking)
Constant! 8.42! 7.05,!9.84! 0.67! ! 0.001!
Executive!Function! H2.43! H4.23,!H0.23! 0.96! H0.33! 0.01!
Impulsivity)prediction)of)real-life)risk-taking)
Constant! H7.80! H14.60,!H0.94! 3.35! ! 0.025!
Impulsivity! 0.28! 0.16,!0.39! 0.06! 0.52! 0.001!
Inner)speech)prediction)of)real-life)risk-taking)
Constant! 8.37! 7.05,!9.8! 0.68! ! 0.001!





Hypothesis! 3! H! If! a! relationship! is! found!between! inner! speech! and! realHlife! riskHtaking,! this!
relationship!will!be!mediated!by!executive!function.!
!
Although! no! relationship! was! found! between! inner! speech! and! realHlife! riskHtaking,! a!











A! second! mediation! analysis! was! run! in! order! to! investigate! whether! impulsivity! was! a!
mediator! of! the! significant! relationship! between! executive! function! (the! independent!
variable)! and! realHlife! riskHtaking! (the! dependent! variable).! There! was! a! significant! indirect!
effect! of! executive! function! on! realHlife! riskHtaking! through! impulsivity,! b! =! H1.26,! bias!




F igure!2_Model!of !executive!function!as!predictor!of !r iskHtaking, !mediated!by! impulsiv ity. !







for,! the! significant! indirect! effect! of! impulsivity! on! the! relationship! between! executive!






F igure!3_Model!of !executive!function!as!predictor!of !r iskHtaking, !mediated!by! impulsiv ity, !









F(1,58)! =! 13.17,! p! <! 0.001! and! increasing! perceptual! reasoning! also! predicting! less! risky!






Table!3. !Regression!analysis !of ! IQ!predict ing!real ! l i fe !r isk !taking #
Predictor)
Variable)
B) 95%)BCa)CI ) SE)B) Beta) p)
Full)Scale)IQ)prediction)of)real-life)risk-taking)
Constant! 25.18! 16.22,!34.58! 4.10! ! 0.001!
Full!Scale!IQ! H0.17! H0.24,!H0.10! 0.04! H0.45! 0.001!
VCI)prediction)of)real-life)risk-taking!
Constant! 25.80! 17.48,!36.07! 4.46! ! 0.001!
VCI! H0.17! H0.26,!H0.10! 0.04! H0.43! 0.001!
PRI)prediction)of)real-life)risk-taking!
Constant! 21.84! 13.25,!30.96! 4.53! ! 0.001!




Given! that! both!of! the! IQ! composite! scores! significantly! predicted! riskHtaking!behaviours,! a!
multiple! regression! analysis! was! run! to! investigate! whether! there! was! a! difference! in! the!
predictive!strength!of!an!individual’s!verbal!comprehension,!compared!with!their!perceptual!
reasoning! abilities,! on! their! realHlife! riskHtaking.! These! composites! were! entered! into! the!
regression!model!using!the!forced!entry!method,!where!both!predictors!are!forced! into!the!








B) 95%)BCa)CI ) SE)B) Beta) p)
Constant! 27.37! 18.16,!37.34! 4.52! ! 0.001!
VCI! H0.13! H0.23,!H0.03! 0.05! H0.32! 0.019!












the!BART!computer! task!were!associated!with! realHlife! riskHtaking!behaviour.!The!difference!
between!the!mouth!movement!and!the!articulatory!suppression!conditions!was!hypothesised!
to!be!smaller!for!people!who!used!more!inner!speech!to!control!their!riskHtaking!on!the!BART.!
However! the! difference! between! these! two! conditions! was! not! significant,! indicating! that!




subscales!of! the!VISQ.! In!addition!none!of! the!VISQ!subscales!were!correlated!with! realHlife!
riskHtaking!behaviours.!!
!
Executive! function!and! impulsivity!were! found! to!predict!engagement! in! realHlife! riskHtaking!
behaviours,! although! inner! speech!on! the!BART!was!unrelated! to! riskHtaking.! There!was! an!
indirect! effect! of! impulsivity! on! the! relationship! between! executive! functioning! and! riskH
taking! behaviour.! The! indirect! effect! of! executive! function! on! realHlife! riskHtaking! through!
impulsivity! remained! significant! when! controlling! for! IQ.! Full! scale! IQ! was! also! found! to!
predict! riskHtaking.! This! relationship!was! driven! by! the! verbal! comprehension! composite! of!




This! study! found! that! poorer! executive! function! abilities,! specifically! relating! to! cognitive!
inhibition,!planning!ability!and!working!memory,!were! linked!to! increased!riskHtaking.!This! is!
consistent! with! the! findings! of! Pharo! and! colleagues! (2011),! who! found! that! individual!




Romer! and! colleagues! (2011)! also! found! that! working!memory! performance!was! inversely!
related! to! subsequent! riskHtaking.! Specifically,! they! found! that! if! an! individual! had! stronger!
working! memory! as! measured! during! their! first! assessment! (when! aged! 10! to! 12),! this!
predicted! that! they! would! have! lowered! levels! of! risk! behaviour! when! it! was!measured! 3!
years! later! (Romer! et! al.,! 2011).! These! relationships! support! the! hypothesis! that! individual!
differences!in!executive!functions!contribute!to!their!ability!to!apply!inhibitory!control!to!their!
behaviour,! such! that! poorer! executive! abilities! lead! to! increased! engagement! in! riskHtaking!
(Romer!et!al.,!2011;!Steinberg,!2008).!!
!
The! finding! that! selfHreported! impulsivity! predicts! risk! behaviours! is! also! consistent! with!
previous!literature.!Romer!et!al!(2009)!found!that!impulsivity,!or!‘acting!without!thinking’!as!
they! termed! it,!was! strongly! related! to! initiation!of! riskHtaking! in! the! case! of! young!people!
between!the!ages!of!10!and!12!(Romer!et!al.,!2009),!and!that!it!continued!to!be!highly!related!







have!high! levels! of! impulsivity! have!difficulty! in! controlling! inappapropriate! actions! such! as!
impulsive! behaviours! (Romer,! 2010).! The! findings! in! the! current! study! support! this!
hypothesis,!given! that!cognitive! inhibition!was!one!of! the!abilities! included! in! the!executive!
function!composite,!and!suggest!that!poorer!inhibitory!control! leads!to!increased!riskHtaking!
through! impulsive! actions.! However,! given! the! strength! of! the! mediation! effect,! which!
resulted! in! the! direct! effect! of! executive! function! on! riskHtaking! no! longer! reaching!




once! the! effect! of! IQ! on! riskHtaking! was! controlled! for,! indicating! that! this! effect! was! not!
being! driven! by! intellectual! abilities! alone.! However,! this! study! did! find! that! verbal!
comprehension! abilities! inversely! predicted! engagement! in! riskHtaking.! Language! ability,!
including! vocabulary,! has! previously! been! associated! with! attentional! and! behavioural!
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first! dataset! included! aggressive! and! delinquent! behaviours! (e.g.! “steals! outside! home”,!
“threatens”),!and!in!the!second!study!included!antisocial!conduct!and!oppositional!problems!
(e.g.! “cheats! or! lies”)! (Petersen! et! al.,! 2013).! They! found! that! language! ability! had! an!




al.’s! (2013)! study!was! stronger! from! language! ability! to! behavioural! difficulties! than! in! the!
other!direction,!and!the!authors!concluded!this!was!supportive!of!“the!causal!hypothesis!that!







behaviours! that!were! included! in! the!USA’s!Center! for!Disease!Control! Youth!Risk!Behavior!
Surveillance!System!((CDC),!2001),!including!tobacco,!alcohol!and!drug!use,!safety,!carrying!a!
weapon,!stealing!and!being!in!a!physical!fight!(Lejuez!et!al.,!2007;!Lejuez,!Aklin,!Zvolensky,!et!
al.,! 2003).! However! there! were! some! differences! between! behaviours! that! Lejuez! et! al.’s!
(2003,! 2007)! studies! assessed! including! gambling! and! sexual! intercourse! without! using! a!
condom,! and! the! additional! behaviours! measured! in! this! study! from! the! ALSPAC! study!
(MacArthur!et!al.,!2012),!which! related!more! to!antisocial!behaviours.! Lejuez!et!al.’s! (2002)!
validation! study! of! the! BART! as! a! predictor! of! adult! riskHtaking! also! assessed! gambling!
behaviours!as!one!of!the!riskHtaking!behaviours!(Lejuez!et!al.,!2002).!It!may!be!that!the!BART!











performance! on! the! BART! computer! task.! Previous! research! has! found! that! such! dualHtask!
verbal!articulation!of!simple!distracting!words!detrimentally! impacts!on!performance!during!
problem!solving!(e.g.!Baldo!et!al.,!2005),!cognitive!shifting!(e.g.!Emerson!&!Miyake,!2003)!and!
planning! (e.g.!Williams! et! al.,! 2012).! However! articulatory! suppression! did! not! significantly!
impact!on!participant’s!performance!on!the!BART!relative!to!their!peformance!on!the!mouth!
movement!condition.!A!previous!study!has!found!that!articulatory!suppression!(repeating!the!
word! “the”)! had! no! impact! on! participant’s! performance! during! a! computerised! gambling!
task!where! they!were! told! to! try! to!win!as!much!money!as!possible.!However!performance!
was! negatively! impacted! during! a! digit! maintenance! condition! where! participants! were!
presented! with! a! string! of! numbers! (e.g.! ‘25341’),! and! then! asked! a! question! about! the!
numbers!(e.g.!‘which!number!is!next!to!2?’)!(Jameson,!Hinson,!&!Whitney,!2004).!Jameson!et!
al! (2004)! concluded! that! it! was! demands! placed! on! the! executive! system,! rather! than! the!
verbal!system,!which!were! important! for!disrupting!performance!on!this!gambling!task.!The!
null! finding! in! the! current! study! does! suggest! that! participants! were! not! using! verbal!
strategies!to!support!their!performance!on!the!BART.!!
!
In!addition,! the!subscales!of! the!VISQ!were!not! related! to! realHlife! riskHtaking.!This! suggests!
that,!whether!or!not!adolescent!boys!evaluate! their!behaviour!after! it!has!occurred!has!no!
impact!on!whether!they!do!or!do!not!engage!in!realHlife!riskHtaking.!It!also!suggests!that!the!
amount!of!dialogic! inner!speech!adolescent!boys!engage! in,! the!presence!of!other!people’s!
voices! in! their! inner! speech,! and! the! condensed! nature! of! their! inner! speech! are! also!
unrelated! to! their! risk! taking!behaviour.! These! findings! should!be!generalised!with! caution,!
given!that!the!VISQ!has!not!yet!been!validated!in!this!population.!!
!
Verbal!abi l it ies, !behavioural !regulation!and!future!research!
This! study! found! that! stronger! verbal! skills!were!predictive!of! reduced!engagement! in! riskH
taking!behaviours.!It!has!been!hypothesised!that!it!is!the!use!of!private!or!inner!speech!which!
could! be! the! mechanism! through! which! an! individual’s! language! ability! influences! their!
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invalidated! the! BART! task! itself.! Previous! studies! have! used! EMG! to! show! that! participants!





the! BART! is! administered! as! originally! designed.! The! presence! of! such! movements! would!
suggest!that!participants!are!engaging!in!inner!speech!during!the!task.!
!
Given! that! this! study! found!no! relationship!between! the!BART! task!and! realHlife! riskHtaking,!
the! fact! that! articulatory! suppression! had! no! impact! on! BART! performance! does! not!
necessarily!preclude!the!possibility!that!inner!speech!is!involved!in!realHlife!riskHtaking.!It!may!
be! that! the! methodologies! employed! in! this! study! were! inadequate! for! detecting! inner!
speech! deficits,! or! relationships! between! inner! speech! and! riskHtaking.! The! possibility! that!
inner! speech! is! the! mechanism! through! which! verbal! ability! affects! riskHtaking! behaviour!
requires!further!exploration.!
!




experience,! one! of! which! is! inner! speech.! Although! this! method! has! not! yet! been! used!







DES! is! a! labour! intensive! method,! and! requires! participants! to! collect! lots! of! information!
themselves! in! their!dayHtoHday! lives.!This!method!may!be!especially!difficult! to!employ!with!
the! harderHtoHreach! population! that! tends! to! constitute! youths! who! attend! pupil! referral!
units,!but!who!also!appear!to!take!the!most!risks!(in!this!sample!at!least).!A!simpler!method!of!
investigating!the!relationship!between!inner!speech!variation!and!risk!taking!would!be!to!use!
questionnaires.! As! yet! the! VISQ! is! the! only! questionnaire! which! has! been! developed! to!
measure! inner! speech!specifically! (as!differentiated! from!private! speech),!and! this!measure!
does!not!investigate!the!selfHregulatory!functions!that!inner!speech!is!hypothesised!to!serve!
(McCarthyHJones!&!Fernyhough,!2011).!The!SelfHVerbalisation!Questionnaire!(SVQ)!(Duncan!&!
Cheyne,! 1999)! does! include! a! subscale! looking! at! the! cognitive,!mnemonic! and! attentional!
uses!of!overt!selfHverbalisations.!Although!this!questionnaire!specifically!asks!about!external!
private! speech,! it!would! be! interesting! to! see!whether! there! is! a! relationship! between! the!
extent! to! which! adolescents! selfHreport! using! private! speech! to! selfHregulate,! and! their!
engagement! in! riskHtaking!behaviour.!Significant! relationships!would!suggest! there!may!also!
be! relationships! between! the! use! of! inner! speech! to! selfHregulate! and! risk! taking,! given!
Vygotsky’s!(1962)!theory!that!private!speech!is!a!developmental!precursor!to!inner!speech.!It!
should!be!noted!however,! that!as! far!as! is!known,!neither!the!VISQ!nor!the!SVQ!have!been!











previously,! although! sections! of! the! questionnaire! have! been! used! in! other! studies! (e.g.!






of! realHlife! riskHtaking!used!was!valid.! It! is! suggested! that! future! research!could!continue! to!
develop! this! riskHtaking! measure,! in! order! to! determine! the! factor! structure! of! this!




VISQ!does!not!measure!some!established!functions!of! inner!speech,!such!as! it’s!role! in!selfH
regulation.!Although!other!questionnaires!(e.g.!the!SelfHVerbalization!Questionnaire!(Duncan!
&! Cheyne,! 1999))! do! investigate! selfHregulation,! they! focus! on! private! speech! (i.e.! overt!
speech!directed!to!oneself)!rather!than!inner!speech!specifically.!It!would!be!useful!for!future!
studies!to!investigate!whether!the!VISQ!is!valid!for!use!in!adolescent!populations.!It!may!also!
be!useful!to!develop!a!questionnaire!that! investigates!the!use!of! inner!speech!specifically! in!
selfHregulation.!!
!
Given! the! time! constraints! during! testing! sessions,! a! baseline! BART! condition! was! not!
included.! Therefore,! it! was! not! possible! to! determine! whether! the! lack! of! a! relationship!
between!the!BART!and!realHlife!riskHtaking!behaviours!was!caused!by!the!introduction!of!!the!
articulatory! suppression! and! mouth! movement! conditions.! This! null! finding! needs! to! be!
validated!in!future!research!in!this!population!when!using!the!BART!as!originally!designed.!In!
addition,! when! using! the! BART! as! the! experimental! task! in! future! articulatory! suppression!











This! study! extends! and! confirms! findings! from! previous! literature! on!male! adolescent! riskH
taking! behaviour! (Pharo! et! al.,! 2011;! Romer! et! al.,! 2009;! Romer! et! al.,! 2011).! Stronger!
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executive! function!was! found! to! predict! reduced! engagement! in! riskHtaking! behaviour,! and!
this! relationship! was! fully! mediated! by! impulsivity.! This! finding! suggests! that! deficits! in!
executive!function!lead!to!more!riskHtaking!through!impulsive!actions.!As!far!as!is!known,!this!
is! the! first! study! to! demonstrate! that! stronger! verbal! skills! were! predictive! of! reduced!
engagement! in! riskHtaking! behaviours! specifically.! This! finding! adds! to! a! growing! literature!
(e.g.! Petersen! et! al.,! 2013)! suggesting! that! language! abilities! are! related! to! behavioural!
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Varieties of Inner Speech Questionnaire (McCarthy-Jones & Fernyhough, 2011) 
The following questions are about inner speech, or the act of talking silently to 
oneself when thinking. Please read the statements given below and select the 
option that most applies to you. 
     
     
1 I think to myself in words using brief phrases and single words rather than full sentences. 1  2  3  4  5  6 
2 
When I am talking to myself about things in my mind, it is like I am 
going back and forward asking myself questions and then answering 
them  
1  2  3  4  5  6 
3 
I hear the voice of another person in my head. For example, when I have 
done something foolish I hear my mother’s voice criticising me in my 
mind.  
1  2  3  4  5  6 
4 I experience the voices of other people asking me questions in my head.  1  2  3  4  5  6 
5 
 
I hear other people’s voices nagging me in my head. 
 
1  2  3  4  5  6 
6 My thinking in words is more like a dialogue with myself, rather than my own thoughts in a monologue.   1  2  3  4  5  6 
7 
 
I think to myself in words using full sentences. 
 
1  2  3  4  5  6 
8 My thinking to myself in words is like shorthand notes, rather than full, proper, grammatical English.  1  2  3  4  5  6 
4 = If anything, applies to me slightly 
5 = Possibly applies to me  
6 = Certainly applies to me#
1 = Certainly does not apply to me   
2 = Possibly does not apply to me 
3 = If anything, slightly does not apply to me 
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9 I think in inner speech about what I have done, and whether it was right or not. 1  2  3  4  5  6 
10 When I am talking to myself about things in my mind, it is like I am having a conversation with myself. 1  2  3  4  5  6 
11 I talk silently to myself telling myself to do things. 1  2  3  4  5  6 
12 I hear other people’s actual voices in my head, saying things that they have never said to me before. 1  2  3  4  5  6 
13 I talk back and forward to myself in my mind about things. 1  2  3  4  5  6 
14 
My thinking in words is shortened compared to my normal out-loud 
speech. For example, rather than saying to myself things like ‘I need to 
go to the shops,’ I will just say ‘shops’ to myself in my head. 
1  2  3  4  5  6 
15 If I were to write down my thoughts on paper, they would read like a normal grammatical sentence. 1  2  3  4  5  6 
16 I hear other people’s actual voices in my head, saying things that they actually once said to me. 1  2  3  4  5  6 
17 I talk silently to myself telling myself not to do things. 1  2  3  4  5  6 






People differ in the ways they act and think in different situations. This is a test to 
measure some of the ways in which you tend to think and act. Read each statement 
and circle the appropriate number on the right side of this page. Please answer all the 
statements and do not leave any of the statements blank.  






1.  I plan tasks carefully. 1 2 3 4 
2.  I do things without thinking. 1 2 3 4 
3.  I make up my mind quickly. 1 2 3 4 
4.  I am happy-go-lucky. 1 2 3 4 
5.  I don’t “pay attention.” 1 2 3 4 
6.  I have “racing” thoughts. 1 2 3 4 
7.  I plan trips well ahead of time. 1 2 3 4 
8.  I am self-controlled. 1 2 3 4 
9.  I can concentrate easily. 1 2 3 4 
10.  I save my money regularly. 1 2 3 4 
11.  I can’t keep still in school lessons. 1 2 3 4 
12.  I am a careful thinker. 1 2 3 4 
13.  I plan my career. 1 2 3 4 
14.  I say things without thinking. 1 2 3 4 
15.  I like to think about complex problems. 1 2 3 4 
16.  I change interests or hobbies frequently. 1 2 3 4 
17.  I act “on impulse.” 1 2 3 4 
18.  I get easily bored when solving thought problems. 1 2 3 4 
19.  I act on the spur of the moment. 1 2 3 4 
20.  I am a steady thinker. 1 2 3 4 
21.  I buy things on impulse. 1 2 3 4 
22.  I can only think about one thing at a time. 1 2 3 4 
23.  I often have unrelated thoughts while thinking. 1 2 3 4 
24.  I am more interested in the present than the future. 1 2 3 4 
25.  I am restless at the theatre or the cinema . 1 2 3 4 
26.  I like puzzles. 1 2 3 4 
27.  I am future-orientated. 1 2 3 4 
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0# 1# 1# 1#
34# …#written#things#or#sprayed#paint#on#property#that#did#
not#belong#to#you?#
0# 1# 1# 1#
35# …#stolen#something#from#a#shop#or#store?# 0# 1# 1# 1#
36# …#sold#an#illegal#drug#to#someone?# 0# 1# 1# 1#
37# …#ridden#in#a#stolen#car#or#van#or#on#a#stolen#motorbike?# 0# 1# 1# 1#
38# …#broken#into#a#car#or#van#to#try#and#steal#something#out#
of#it?#
0# 1# 1# 1#
39# …#done#each#of#these#things#to#someone#you#know:# #
# A.#ignored#them#on#purpose#or#left#them#out#of#things.# 0# 1# 1# 1#
# B.#said#nasty#things,#slagged#them#off#or#called#them#
names.#
0# 1# 1# 1#
# C.##threatened#to#hurt#them.# 0# 1# 1# 1#
# D.#hit,#spat#or#threw#stones#at#them.# 0# 1# 1# 1#
# E.#got#other#people#to#do#these#things.# # # # #
40# …#broken#into#a#house#or#building#to#try#and#steal#
something#?#
0# 1# 1# 1#
41# …#hit,#kicked#or#punched#a#brother#or#sister#on#purpose?# 0# 1# 1# 1#
42# …#hit,#kicked#or#punched#someone#with#the#intention#of#
really#hurting#them?#
0# 1# 1# 1#
43# …#deliberately#damaged#or#destroyed#property#that#did#
not#belong#to#you?#
0# 1# 1# 1#
44# …sold#something#that#didn’t#belong#to#you#or#that#you#
knew#was#stolen?#
0# 1# 1# 1#
45# …#stolen#any#money#or#property#that#someone#was#
holding,#carrying#or#wearing#at#the#time?#
0# 1# 1# 1#
46# …#hit#or#picked#on#someone#because#of#their#race#or#skin#
colour?#
0# 1# 1# 1#
47# …#hurt#or#injured#animals#or#birds#on#purpose?# 0# 1# 1# 1#
48# …#set#fire#or#tried#to#set#fire#to#something#on#purpose?# 0# 1# 1# 1#
49# …#been#rowdy#or#rude#in#a#public#place#so#that#people#
complained#or#you#got#into#trouble?#























































B) 95%)BCa)CI ) SE)B) Beta) p)
Constant! 16.94! 9.34,!24.56! 3.78! ! 0.001!
Planning! H0.25! H0.92,!0.41! 0.33! H0.10! 0.46!
Working!Memory! H0.04! H0.44,!0.48! 0.23! H0.03! 0.83!
Cognitive!
Inhibition!




predictive!strength!of! the! individual!components!of! the!executive! function!composite!score!
on!realHlife!riskHtaking!behaviour.!These!components!were!entered!into!the!regression!model!




analysis.! Although! the! executive! function! composite! predicted! riskHtaking! behaviour,! there!





































































































This# study# was# the# first# investigation# of# the# joint# work# provided# by# the# National# and#
Specialist#Child#and#Adolescent#Obsessive#Compulsive#Disorder# (NSOCD)#Service.#The#study#
was# conducted# in#order# to#ensure# that# the# team#continued# to#make# improvements# to# the#
quality#of# this# service#option.#Twenty# cases# that#had# received# this# type#of# treatment#were#
identified.#For#these#cases#NSOCD#clinicians,#young#people,#parents#and#their#local#clinicians#
were# asked# for# their# views# on# the# advantages# and# obstacles# of# the# joint# work# process.#
Results# were# analysed# for# key# themes# that# appear# to# be# important# for# successful# joint#
working# to# occur.# These# include# communicating# the# possibility# of# joint# working# to# all#
involved#at#the#earliest#possible#time,#working#collaboratively#with#local#clinicians#in#order#to#
ensure# adherence# to# the# treatment#model,# and# ensuring# consistent# communication# takes#
place#throughout#treatment.#These#themes#were#used#to#construct#a#more#structured#joint#
working#package#for#the#NSOCD#team#to#follow.#Some#aspects#of#the#joint#working#process#







Obsessive# Compulsive# Disorder# (OCD)# is# characterised# by# obsessions# or# compulsions,# and#
most#frequently#by#a#combination#of#both.#Obsessions#are#intrusive#thoughts#or#images#that#
produce# fear# and# worry,# while# compulsions# are# repetitive# behaviours# that# a# person# feels#
driven#to#perform.#These#symptoms#cause#significant#distress# to# the#person,# interfere#with#
their#day#to#day#functioning#and#are#often#time#consuming#(DSM#5:#APA,#2013).#
#
The#National# Institute# of# Clinical# Excellence# (NICE)# recommends# a# stepped# care#model# for#
the#treatment#of#OCD#(NICE,#2005).#Cognitive#behavioural#therapy#(CBT)#with#exposure#and#







The#National# and# Specialist#OCD# (NSOCD)# Service# is# a# Tier# 4# Child# and#Adolescent#Mental#
Health# Service# (CAMHS)# and# constitutes# one# of# these# teams.# It# provides# specialist#
assessment#and#treatment#for#young#people#up#to#18#years#of#age#across#the#UK,#who#have#a#
diagnosis# of# OCD# and# related# disorders,# such# as# body# dysmorphic# disorder# (BDD).# Young#







The#NSOCD#team#has#developed#a#treatment#protocol# for#OCD#which# is#widely#used# in#the#
clinic# (Turner,#2008).#The#protocol# incorporates#psychoeducation#about#the#nature#of#OCD,#










and# treatment# within# an# adolescent# inpatient# unit.# In# addition,# the# service# also# offers#
consultation#and# joint#working,#but# these# treatment#packages#are# less#developed# than# the#
other#service#options#and#there#is#no#formal#structure#for#how#they#should#be#offered.#This#
way# of#working# is# currently# offered# caseKbyKcase# and# it# has# not# yet# been# evaluated.# Such#






Clinicians# from# both# teams# are# involved# in# direct# intervention# with# the# client,# and# also#
communicate#with# each#other# between# sessions.#Alternatively,# the#NSOCD# team#can#offer#
ongoing#consultation,#where#the#two#therapists#communicate#about#the#client’s#treatment,#
while#the#intervention#itself#is#provided#by#the#local#therapist#alone.#To#date,#the#majority#of#




Every# Child#Matters# (DfES,# 2003)# and# the# National# Service# Framework# for# Children# (DoH,#
2004)#both#highlight#the#importance#of#ensuring#effective#partnerships#between#all#agencies#
working#with#a#young#person.#Such#partnerships#are#reported#to# improve#a#young#person’s#
experience# of# services# and# can# lead# to# improved# outcomes.# These# policies# emphasise# the#





The# National# Service# Framework# for# Children# (DoH,# 2004)# also# clearly# lays# out# the#





Every# Child#Matters# (2003)# reported# on# the# difficulty# that# young# people# often# face#when#
they#are# in#contact#with#many#professionals#who#may#work# in#different#teams,#rather#than#
having# one# trusted# adult# who# provides# continuity# of# support.# In# order# to# access# clients’#
needs# and# to# verify# whether# the# intervention# offered# so# far# was# meeting# these,# it# was#




person’s# assessment# and# treatment# if# appropriate# (NICE,# 2005).# It# was# therefore# also#
important# to# ask# clients’# families# for# their# views# on# the# intervention# that# their# child# had#
received,#particularly#as#it#has#been#found#that#there#can#be#a#low#correlation#between#the#
satisfaction# ratings# of# young# people# and# of# their# parents# (e.g.# Garland,# Haine,# &# Lewczyk#
Boxmeyer,#2007).#
#
Given# the# above,# this# service# evaluation# set# out# to# ask# NSOCD# clinicians,# local# clinicians,#












3. To# ask# about# the# advantages,# the# obstacles# and# possible# improvements# from# the#
perspectives#of#the#NSOCD#team,#the#local#teams,#the#clients#and#their#families.#









with# a# local# clinician,# or# offered# consultation.# Eighteen# clients# were# identified# who# had#
received# joint#working,# and# two# consultation# cases#were# also# identified.# In# total,# 20# semiK
structured# interviews#were# conducted#with# the#NSOCD# team#clinicians.# The# local# clinicians#
who#had#worked#on# these#cases,# as#well# as# the# clients# themselves#and# their#parents#were#
contacted# and# asked# to# complete# a# questionnaire.# Of# the# 20# local# clinicians# contacted,# 6#
responded# (30%),# of# the# 20# clients# contacted,# 6# responded# (30%)# and# of# the# 38# parents#
contacted# 12# of# the# parents# (32%)# responded# about# 9# clients# (a#mother# and# father# each#
completed#a#separate#questionnaire#for#3#clients).#
#
All# young#people#who#are# seen# in# the#clinic# complete# the#Children’s#YaleKBrown#Obsessive#
Compulsive#Scale#(CYBOCS).#The#CYBOCS#is#a#clinician#administered#interview#used#to#assess#
symptom#severity# in#young#people# (Scahill# et#al.,# 1997).#A#CYBOCS# score#of#30#or#above# is#
classified# as# ‘severe’#OCD,# from#18K30# is# ‘moderate’,# and# less# than# 18# is# considered# ‘mild’#







CYBOCS#were# completed#was# very# varied,#with# some# completed# at# the# end# of# treatment,#
while# others# were# completed# at# 3,# 6# or# 12Kmonth# followKups.# The# CYBOCS# that# was#
















The# local# clinicians# were# administered# a# questionnaire# as# this# took# less# time# than# an#
interview,# and# so#was# hoped# to# elicit# a# higher# number# of# respondents.# The# local# clinician#
questionnaire# mirrored# the# NSOCD# clinician’s# interview# in# that# it# asked# for# details# about#
what#was#actually#provided,# and# for#advantages,#obstacles#and#potential# improvements.# It#
also#asked#whether# the# local# clinicians#would#be# interested# in# receiving# further# support# to#




The# clients# and# parents# questionnaire#was# designed# to# be# as# concise# as# possible# so# as# to#































The# NSOCD# clinicians# endorsed# the# three# set# options# at# similar# rates.# Additional# reasons#










Figure!1_Role!of ! local !c l in ic ian!
#
The#NSOCD# clinicians#were# asked# about# the# content# of# joint#working#with# local# clinicians,#
when#not#in#direct#clinical#contact#with#clients#(see#Table#2).#They#were#given#the#options#of#
‘help# planning# sessions’# and# ‘giving# advice’,# and# then# asked# about# any# other# content.# The#
most# common# theme# was# providing# help# with# planning# sessions;# additional# activities#

















(see# Figure# 2).# It# appears# that# local# clinicians# felt# they# had# received# less# observation#
opportunities#than#the#NSOCD#team#felt#that#they#had#provided,#although#it#may#have#been#
that# a# greater# proportion# of# those# local# clinicians#who# did# not# receive# this#modality# (50%#








Figure!2_NSOCD!and!local !c l in ic ian!endorsement!of !methods!of! jo int!working!
#




Figure!3_NSOCD!and!local !c l in ic ian!endorsement!of !communication!methods!used!
#
The# six# local# clinicians# were# evenly# split# in# their# preferred# method# of# communication#


































Figure# 5# demonstrates# that# the#majority# of# both# parents# and# clients# preferred# treatment#
with#both# teams.#Reasons# for#wanting# to#work#with#both# teams#were#often# related# to# the#
understanding#that#the#clients#and#parents#felt#they#received#from#the#experts#in#the#NSOCD#







I# was# on# about;# they# really#
understood# what# I# was# trying# to#
explain.# The# local# team# were#
there# for# support#and#helped#me#
to#practice#the#tasks#I#was#given.”#
“NSOCD# team# were# excellent# and#
focused# specifically# on# OCD#
behaviours.# Local# clinician# supported#




and# our# child# found# they# knew#
exactly# what# she# was# thinking.# Our#
local# team# then# supported# and#




“because# they# are# more#
experienced”#
OCD#“team#have#higher#expertise#and#



























having# two# teams# increased# the# capacity# to# provide# a#more# comprehensive# care# package.#
The# groups# all# agreed# that# the# treatment# was# strengthened# when# both# teams# provided#




the# local# clinician,# and# to# provide# emotional# support# for# each# other,# enhanced# the#
comprehensiveness#of#the#treatment#package#the#clinicians#could#provide.#NSOCD#clinicians#







based#work#due# to# the#nature#of# their#OCD.#The#NSOCD#clinicians#and# local#clinicians#both#
mentioned# that#each# team#bought#unique#knowledge# to# the# case.#While# the#NSOCD# team#
was#able# to#offer# their#expertise# regarding#OCD# itself,# local# clinicians#were#able# to#provide#
very# valuable# background# information# if# they# had# already# built# up# a# relationship#with# the#
client,#which#then#aided#formulation#and#treatment.#
#
Finally# the#NSOCD#team#clinicians#discussed# the#benefit#of# consistent#communication.#One#





































and#Appendix# 4# for# example#quotes).# Both# groups#of# clinicians# said# that# it#was# difficult# to#
coordinate#contact#with#each#other#and#that#the#distance#and#resulting# lack#of#faceKtoKface#




The#NSOCD# clinicians# said# that# the#work#was# impeded#when# the# two# team’s# expectations#
differed.#For#example#one#NSOCD#clinician#reported#that#the#local#team#appeared#to#expect#
that#the#NSOCD#team#would#carry#clinical#responsibility#alone#rather#than#jointly.#One#of#the#



















improved# (see# Table# 9# and# Appendix# 4# for# example# quotes).# The# local# clinicians# did# not#
provide#any#responses#to#this#question.#The#NSOCD#clinicians#and#parents#both#reported#that#





each# expected# from# the# other# as# early# as# possible.# These# included# logistical# expectations#
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(e.g.# local# clinician# availability),# along# with# ensuring# local# clinicians# were# clear# about# the#
treatment#model#that#the#NSOCD#team#uses.#The#NSOCD#clinicians#also#thought#it#would#be#




























Section#1# summarises# the# key# themes# from# the# results,#which# appear# to#be# important# for#
successful#joint#work,#with#reference#to#supporting#literature.#A#potential#treatment#package#
for# the# NSOCD# team’s# joint# working,# incorporating# these# themes,# is# suggested.# Section# 2#
focuses# on# the# feedback# of# the# findings# and# proposed# package# to# the# NSOCD# team.# The#
discussions# during# this# feedback# session,# which# focused# on# the# decisionKmaking# and# the#
communication# process# important# for# setting# up# the# joint# working,# are# reported.# The#






The# majority# of# clients# and# parents# who# responded# said# they# would# have# preferred#
treatment#to#be#provided#by#both#teams#rather# than#either# the#NSOCD#team#or# their# local#
team#alone.#Over#the#course#of#treatment,#clients#experienced#a#reduction#in#their#symptom#
severity,#with# the#average#CYBOCS# score# at# end#of# treatment# lying# in# the#mild# range.# This#
reduction#is#in#line#with#the#trend#observed#in#the#overall#clinic#and#it#is#not#possible#to#know#
whether# joint#work#provided# any# added#benefit.#However# the# reduction# in# the# severity# of#
client’s#scores#from#the#severe#range#to#the#mild#range#from#receiving#therapy#through#the#






in# delivering# CBT# for# OCD# was# improved# through# the# joint# work# process.# This# was# a#





The# forms# that# the# joint# work# took# with# each# of# the# cases# investigated# here# were#
heterogenous#and#varied.#However#through#asking#the#clients,#parents,#NSOCD#clinicians#and#
local#clinicians#about#what#worked#well#and#what#made#things#more#difficult#it#was#possible#
to# identify# several# factors# that# appear# to#be# critical# for# successful# joint#work# treatment# to#
occur.#These#factors#include#the#importance#of#communicating#at#the#earliest#possible#time#
with#the# local#team#about#the#possibility#of#working# jointly,#of#working#collaboratively#with#






The# NSOCD# team# clinicians# reported# that# an# obstacle# to# joint# working# was# their# having#
differing#expectations#of#what#was#entailed#in#joint#work#from#the#local#clinicians.#They#also#
reported#that# joint#work#was# limited#when#the# local#clinician’s# team#was#not# in#support#of#
the# local# clinician’s# contribution# to# the# joint# work.# Nearly# two# thirds# of# the# NSOCD# team#
clinicians# said# that# the# joint# work# would# have# been# improved# if# there# had# been# an# early#
agreement#on#what#was#expected#from#all#involved.#
#
The# presence# of# formal# agreements# between# consultant# and# consultee# organizations,#
particularly# when# there# is# endorsement# from# the# highest# levels# of# the# consultee#
organization,# has# been# found# to# support# the# achievement# of# consultation# aims# (Caplan,#
Caplan,#&#Erchul,#1994).#Indeed#thorough#planning#and#organization#have#been#found#to#lead#
to#good#outcomes#in#consultation#(Bundy#&#Poppen,#1986).#The#research#evidence#for#using#
joint# and# integrated# working# in# social# care# services# also# indicated# that# this# work# benefits#
when#clear# legal# and# financial# frameworks#are#put# in#place.# In#addition# these#partnerships#
were#supported#when#the#involved#professionals#understood#the#aims#and#objectives#of#the#
joint#work#and#when#professionals’#roles#and#responsibilities#were#made#explicit#(Cameron#&#
Lart,# 2003).# The# findings# from# this# literature,# along# with# the# feedback# from# NSOCD# team#






his# care# could# be# improved# if# he# consulted#with# other# staff#members,# than# if# he#were# to#
work#with# clients# directly# (Caplan#et# al.,# 1994).# The# goals# of# Caplanian# consultation# are# to#











resources# (local# clinician# time)#but# in# the# long# term# they#gain#greater# local# competence# in#







The# research# on# therapeutic# alliance# indicates# that# when# a# client# endorses# the# tasks# of#
therapy#and#feels#that#the#therapy#is#collaborative,#therapy#outcomes#are#likely#to#be#more#
positive# (Horvath# &# Luborsky,# 1993).# It# is# likely# that# the# working# alliance# between# both#
therapists# will# be# strengthened# by# similar# factors.# Indeed# it# has# been# found# that# using# a#
collaborative#rather#than#an#expert#approach#during#the#consultation#process#increases#the#
level#of# integrity#with#which#a#consultee#applies#an# intervention# (Kelleher,#RileyKTillman,#&#
Power,# 2008).# If# the# working# alliance# between# clinicians# is# nonKhierarchical# and# without#
power#differentials,#and#the#clinician#who#is#receiving#consultative#advice#feels#free#to#accept#
or# reject#what# the#other# is# suggesting,# then# the#hypothesis# is# that#he#or# she#will# act#upon#
ideas# that# make# sense# in# resolving# problems# (Caplan# et# al.,# 1994).# It# is# suggested# that#
achieving#a#collaborative#rather#than#expert#stance#in#the#working#alliance#between#local#and#
NSOCD#clinicians#will#be#supported#by#involving#the#local#clinician#in#treatment#planning#from#
the#earliest# possible# time.# Such# involvement#will# preferably#begin#prior# to# the# start# of# the#
client’s#treatment.#
#
This# investigation# highlighted# the# variation# in# the# roles# of# local# clinicians.# Although# not#
specifically# investigated#here,#these#differing#roles#are# likely#to#be#associated#with#differing#
levels#of#experience#and#knowledge.#This#indicates#that#the#amount#of#support#and#guidance#
that#an#NSOCD#team#clinician#may#provide# is# likely#to#vary#depending#on#the# local#clinician#
they#are#working#with.#In#order#for#a#local#clinician#to#be#able#to#think#about#the#amount#of#
guidance# they# would# find# beneficial,# it# is# important# that# they# are# informed# about# the#
treatment#model#used#by#the#NSOCD#team.#This#will#allow#both#clinicians#to#discuss#the#local#
clinician’s# experience# with# this# model# and# their# confidence# in# using# it,# prior# to# beginning#
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The# NSOCD# team’s# treatment# model# focuses# on# exposure# and# response# prevention.#
Abramowitz’s# (1996)# metaKanalysis# reported# that# this# therapy# component# is# effective# in#
treating# OCD# and# found# that# therapist# supervised# exposure# and# complete# response#
prevention# were# associated# with# greater# symptom# improvements# (Abramowitz,# 1996).#
Having#such#a#sound#theoretical#basis# is#positive,#as# this# factor#has#been#found#to# improve#
consultation#outcomes#(Bardon,#1985).#
#
The#NSOCD#team#clinicians#reported#that# it#was# important#for#the# local#clinicians#to#have#a#
good# understanding# of# the# treatment# model# used# by# the# NSOCD# team,# while# it# was# an#








E/RP# sessions.# This# feedback# indicates# that# it# would# be# helpful# for# local# clinicians# to# be#




problem# is# (Kurpius,# Fuqua,#&# Rozecki,# 1993).# These# initial# treatment# sessions# involve# the#
development#of#a#collaborative#formulation#of#the#client’s#OCD#during#which#the#clients#and#
clinicians#(and#parents)#come#to#a#mutual#understanding#of#the#problem.#It#is#suggested#that#
the# local# clinician’s# presence# in# these# sessions# is# very# important# to# ensure# that# all# groups#
involved# in# the# joint# work# have# an# agreed# understanding# of# the# problem.# This# mutual#
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The# greatest# obstacle# to# receiving# care# through# this# format# reported# by# clients# and# their#
families#was#that# it#could#be#confusing#at# times.#A#small#number#of# local#and#NSOCD#team#
clinicians#reported#that# joint#work#was#made#difficult#when#clients#presented#differently#to#





On# the# other# hand,# approximately# one# third# of# the#NSOCD# team# clinicians# said# that# good#
communication# led# to# good# joint# work# treatment.# One# outcome# of# consistent#
communication# is# that# clients# and# their# families# would# receive# a# coherent# message# and#
action# plan# from# both# therapists.# Consistency# and# the# ability# to#maintain# the# therapeutic#
framework# have# been# found# to# be# important# therapist# attributes# for# building# strong#
therapeutic#alliances#early#in#the#relationship#(Horvath#&#Luborsky,#1993).#A#metaKanalysis#of#
the# impact# of# therapeutic# alliance# found# that# it# was# a# consistent# predictor# of# treatment#
outcome# (Horvath,# Del# Re,# Flückiger,# &# Symonds,# 2011).# Although# the# literature# on#
therapeutic#alliance#has#focused#on#single#therapistKclient#dyads,#it#is#likely#that#consistency#














they# communicated#with# each# other# via# the# telephone# and# email,# but# only# approximately#




when# joint# working# may# need# more# support# (in# terms# of# time# and# resources)# than# it# is#
currently#receiving.#Clinicians#also#reported#that#telephone#conversations#were#less#feasible#
than#email# contact,#although# the#benefit#of#having# twoKway#communication#was# reported.#
For# example,# one# NSOCD# team# clinician# said# that# it# would# have# been# helpful# to# discuss#




between# each# other#was# difficult# to# coordinate.# The# importance# of# having#well# organized#
contact#can#be#seen#through#feedback#from#the#NSOCD#team#clinicians;#when#local#clinicians#
were# reliable# and# consistent# the# working# relationship# was# improved,# while# it# was# more#
difficult# to# work# with# inconsistent# and# disorganized# local# clinicians.# One# way# in# which# to#
increase#support#for#such#contact#is#to#set#expectations#as#to#the#ideal#amount#of#contact#as#
early#as#possible#with#clinicians,#their#teams#and#the#clients#and#their#families.#It#would#may#




joint# work# should# take# place# at# the# earliest# possible# point# and,# if# possible,# a# formal#
agreement# on# what# is# expected# from# each# team# should# be# drawn# up# prior# to# beginning#
treatment#with#the#client.#It#is#important#for#local#clinicians#to#know#which#treatment#model#
the# NSOCD# team# uses# and# the# rational# for# this# to# be# communicated# at# the# earliest#











The# proposed# joint# work# package# (see# Figure# 6)# is# thought# to# incorporate# the# factors#
discussed#above.#This#package#involves#two#stages:#an#initial#planning#stage,#followed#by#the#





with# the# client’s# local# team.# If# the# local# team# agrees# to# support# such# work# then# a#
conversation#between#the#OCD#and#local#clinician#needs#to#take#place#during#which#they#can#
discuss#the#structure#of#the#joint#work#(for#example,#how#much#communication#they#would#
like# to# have# outside# the# direct# client# contact).# Following# this# a# formal# agreement# can# be#
drawn#up#between#the#clinicians#and#their#teams#on#what#is#expected#from#all#sides#during#
the# joint#work.#The#second#stage# involves# the#provision#of# treatment# to# the#client# through#










These# results# and# suggested# package# were# presented# to# the# NSOCD# team.# This# feedback#
session#included#both#the#clinical#psychologists#who#had#already#taken#part#in#the#interviews,#
along# with# psychiatrists# and# other# clinicians# who# had# not# been# involved# previously.# The#





were#beginning# to# loosely# follow#such#a# structure.#Clinicians# said# it# is# important,#but#often#
difficult#to#achieve#a#collaborative#(not#expert)#stance#within#the#joint#working#relationship.#







ensure# a# collaborative# clinical# team# was# set# up.# It# was# also# suggested# that# it# would# be#
important# to# plan# to# have# joint# sessions# (i.e.# sessions# 1K4,# session# 7# etc)# together,# and# to#






the# interviews#with#the#NSOCD#clinicians,#distance,#the# involvement#of#a# local#clinician,#the#
need#for#ongoing#work,#complexity#of#the#client’s#presentation#and#the#need#for#home#based#
work,#were# all# factors# that# indicated# joint#work#would# be# needed.# However# these# factors#
were#not#endorsed#for#every#client#that#received#joint#work.#
#
During#the#feedback#session,# the#NSOCD#team#did#not# feel# that#distance#was#an# important#
factor#indicating#the#need#for#joint#work.#For#example,#sometimes#clients#and#their#parents#
are# prepared# to# travel# long# distances# to# the# NSOCD# team’s# clinic.# In# addition# the# NSOCD#
team#also#provides#treatment#over#the#telephone#and#so#distance#itself#does#not#require#the#
addition#of# the# local# clinician# into# the# joint#work#model.# The# team# felt# that# the# degree#of#
complexity#in#a#client’s#presentation#was#a#greater#indicator#of#the#appropriateness#of#joint#
working.#Given#that#the#clients#who#received#joint#work#scored#higher#on#the#CYBOCS#when#
compared# to# the# clinic# average,# it#may#be# that# severity# of#OCD# is# an# important# predicting#
factor.#The#team#concluded#that#they#do#not#feel#that#they#are#at#a#point#to#systematically#
predict#which#clients#will#need#this#type#of#work.#However#there#was#some#agreement#that#




This# investigation#highlighted# the# importance#of#having#conversations#about# the#possibility#
of#the#need#for#joint#work#at#the#earliest#possible#time.#During#feedback#to#the#NSOCD#team,#
it#was# suggested# that# if# this#model# seems# suitable,# then# families# could#be# informed#about#
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the#possibility#of# receiving# treatment# through# this#model#at# the#end#of# the#assessment.#At#












The# overall# conclusion# from# the# NSOCD# team# was# that# they# were# not# yet# at# a# stage# to#
formalise#the#decisionKmaking#and#communication#process#around#setting#up#the#joint#work.#
























provided# by# the# local# team# (e.g.# clinician# availability,# length# of# time# available#
for).# It# may# be# that# the# local# team# will# need# time# to# discuss# this# before#




The# first# aim# of# this# study# was# to# investigate# the# rationale# for# providing# joint# work.# This#
research# has# indicated# that# there# are#many# different# reasons.# For# example# there# is# some#







comparison# to# parents# and# NSOCD# clinicians.# The# views# of# the# former# two# groups# are#
therefore#underrepresented#here,# limiting#confidence#in#the#extent#to#which#the#responses#
which# were# received,# are# representative.# In# order# to# increase# response# rates# it# may# be#





The#measures# used# in# this# study# were# developed# specifically# for# investigating# the# NSOCD#
team’s#joint#work#and#therefore#they#are#not#standardized.#This#was#due#to#the#exploratory#
nature#of#this# initial#evaluation#of#the#joint#work#process.# It# is#hoped#that#this# investigation#




more# objective# measures.# In# addition,# this# investigation# did# not# use# a# formal# qualitative#
methodology#for#conducting#the#thematic#analysis.#
#
Finally,# it# is# not# clear# from# this# investigation# whether# joint# work# provides# any# additional#




the# impact#of# joint#work# in#comparison#to#matched#controls.# In#addition# it# is#not#clear#that#
the#joint#work#increases#the#skills#of#the#local#clinicians.#Although#this#investigation#reported#
local# clinicians’# subjective# experience# of# improvements# in# their# own# confidence# and#





This# investigation# has# highlighted# several# areas# that# for# further# investigation.# Firstly# it# is#
recommended#that#the#team#review#the#joint#work#package#(Figure#6)#after#following#it#for#
the# next# ten# joint#working# cases.# It#will# be# important# to# review# the# efficiency# of# the# joint#
work#model# suggested#here# in# order# to# ensure# continuing# improvements# in# the#quality# of#
care#that#the#OCD#clients#are#receiving#(Every#Child#Matters,#2003).#For#example,#the#NSOCD#
team#clinicians#were#asked#in#this#investigation#about#the#content#of#the#conversations#they#
held# with# the# local# clinicians# during# the# joint# work# process.# It# may# be# helpful# to# present#
these# themes# to# local# clinicians# to# find# out# whether# there# are# particular# aspects# that# are#
more#helpful#than#others.#
#









Finally# it# would# be# interesting# to# investigate# whether# there# is# a# difference# in# outcome#
between# clients# who# receive# joint# work# (client# works# with# clinicians# from# two# teams)#
compared#to#consultation#(client#works#with#local#clinician#only),#or#when#they#receive#joint#
work# (more# generally)# compared# to# telephone# treatment# from# the# NSOCD# team.# If# these#





The# suggested# joint#working#package# (Figure#6)#will# now#be# sent#out# to# the# referrer#along#
with#the#assessment#report# if# joint#work# is# indicated#as#an#option.#The#NSOCD#team#is#also#















service,# through# setting# the# aims# of# the# investigation# and# designing# the# interview# and#
questionnaires.# I# then# launched# the# project# to# the# rest# of# the# psychology# team# during# a#
psychology#meeting#by#describing#the#rationale#for#the#study#and#the#importance#of#ensuring#
that# the# team# continued# to# improve# their# joint# working# provision.# This# presentation# was#





This# report# has# shown# how# the# results# of# this# investigation# were# used# to# inform# a#more#
structured#model#of#joint#working#for#the#NSOCD#team.#On#launching#this#model#to#the#team#
during# the# feedback# of# the# results,# I# again# had# to# clearly# describe# the# rationale# for#
incorporating#this#innovation#into#their#everyday#work.#It#appears#that#this#was#successfully#





One# of# the# factors# that# the# World# Health# Organisation# (WHO)# suggests# is# important# to#
review#when#looking#at#clinical#governance#is#the#extent#to#which#patients#are#satisfied#with#
the# service# they# have# received# (Every# Child#Matters,# 2003).# The# clients# and# parents# who#
responded# in# this# investigation#have# indicated# that# they#were# satisfied#with# receiving# care#
through# this# joint# work# model.# The# subjective# accounts# of# parents,# local# clinicians# and#
NSOCD#clinicians#is#that#the#joint#work#model# increases#the#support#available#for#managing#
risk,# which# is# another# aspect# that# the# WHO# states# is# important# to# review# during# clinical#
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Appendix!3:! Interview!for!cl ients!and!famil ies. ! !
Your#name:#______________________#
NSOCD#clinician:#_____________________#
Local#Team#Clinician:#______________________#
#
1.#Would#you#have#preferred#to#work#with#the#NSOCD#team#only,#your#local#team#only#or#
both#teams?##
#NSOCD#team#only#
#Local#team#only#
#Both#teams#
#No#preference#
#
Why?##
#
#
2.#How#satisfied#were#you#with#the#package#of#care#provided?#
#
#
#
3.#What#were#the#benefits#of#working#with#both#the#NSOCD#team#and#a#local#team?#
#
#
#
#
#
 
Very%
unsatisfied%
Very%
satisfied%
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#
4.#What#were#the#obstacles,#e.g.#was#it#confusing#to#have#lots#of#different#people#involved?#
#
#
#
#
5.#Any#areas#that#you#now#feel#could#be#improved#on?##
#
#
#
#
6.#Any#other#comments?#
#
#
#! !
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Appendix!4:!Example!quotes!!
Table&5.&Positive&comments&from&NSOCD&team&about&local&team&clinicians 
Theme' Example'quotes'
Good#understanding#of#model# “really#understood#principles”#
“came#from#psychodynamic#background,#but#picked#up#
on#CBT#model#well.”#
Reliable#and#consistent# “stuck#to#the#plan#and#followed#it#through.”#
“consistent#on#feedback#of#her#sessions;#it#was#helpful#to#
have#this#knowledge.”#
“implemented#what#was#discussed.”#!! !
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Table&6.&Advantages&to&joint&working&and&what&worked&well#
Group' Example'quotes'
Theme&1:&Two&teams&/&more&comprehensive&care&possible&
NSOCD#team##
#
“we#could#provide#support#for#each#other#with#such#a#complex#case”.#
“the#local#team#held#general#care”.#
“...#two#clinicians#could#take#on#different#types#of#work#and#provide#
different#aspects#of#care”#
“able#to#provide#regular#support#...#especially#important#for#risk”#
“parents#had#reassurance#that#they#were#doing#the#right#thing”.#
Local#Clinicians## “meant#that#there#was#some#treatment#continuity,#but#benefit#for#
client#was#that#most#was#delivered#locally”.#
“continuing#therapy#between#Maudsley#sessions.”#
Clients## “I#was#supported#all#the#way#through#by#both#teams”##
“the#care#was#continued#in#the#same#format”#
Parents## “having#continuous#care#and#action#plan#followed#throughout#
programme”##
“there#was#an#expectation#on#her#to#keep#the#momentum#going#and#
focus#on#fighting#OCD#in#between#her#London#visits”.#
Theme&2:&Capacity&for&greater&support&'
NSOCD#team##
#
“local#support#allowed#frequent#home#based#work#...#this#was#
necessary#due#to#specificity#of#OCD”.#
“in#better#position#to#act#if#there#was#risk”#
Parents## “Felt#more#supported#and#reassured”#
“we#always#felt#like#we#had#lots#of#support”#
“having#more#people#to#help#in#a#crisis”##
“good#to#have#someone#local#to#make#contact#with#and#not#travel#so#
far”#
“Feel#our#daughter#got#better#more#quickly#through#the#support#we#
were#given#from#both#teams”#
Theme&3:&Unique&support&provided&by&each&team&
NSOCD#team## “local#clinician#...#could#provide#background#information#and#detail”.#
Local#Clinicians## “specialist#advice#and#support#and#reassurance#about#using#E/RP”##
“sharing#of#ideas#and#joint#expertise”#
Theme&4:&Benefit&of&consistent&communication&&
NSOCD#team## “scheduled#regular#phonecalls.”#
“family#knew#we#had#contact#with#the#local#team#and#so#they#knew#
the#information#was#consistent”.#
“important#intervention#was#for#both#teams#to#communicate#a##united#
and#consistent#message”.#!!!
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Table&7.&NSOCD&team:&obstacles&to&working&with&local&clinician& 
Theme Example'quotes 
Inconsistent#and#disorganised “did#not#follow#through#with#everything”. 
Lack#of#support#from#local#
clinician’s#team# 
“her#supervisor#prevented#her#from#doing#E/RP#due#to#
health#and#safety#concerns”#
“remit#of#team#was#to#assess#and#hold#rather#than#to#
treat.” 
Not#adhering#to#the#model# “focused#more#on#cognitive#aspects#than#on#E/RP”.#
“did#not#adhere#to#the#protocol#or#the#model” !!
Table&8.&Obstacles&to&joint&working#
Group' Example'quotes'
Theme&1:&Difficulty&coordinating&contact&
NSOCD#team## “difficult#to#coordinate#contact#with#each#other’s#very#busy#
schedules”.##
“...#would#have#been#good#for#us#to#think#through#some#decisions#
without#the#family”#
Local#Clinicians## “finding#time#to#talk”#
“matching#diaries#
Theme&2:&Distance'
NSOCD#team## “would#have#been#good#to#have#more#contact”#
Local#Clinicians## “...#distance#...”#
Theme&3:&Different&presentation&with&different&teams'
NSOCD#team## “two#teams#were#getting#different#messages#from#client’s#mother#...#
important#to#communicate”.##
“so#many#people#were#involved#...#difficult#to#ensure#effective#
communication#with#everyone”#
Local#Clinicians## “client#displayed#different#behaviour#at#different#teams”#
Theme&4:&Confusing&
Clients## “sometimes#there#were#a#few#mixed#messages”#
“it#was#confusing#to#have#lots#of#people#involved”#
Parents## “was#a#little#confusing#at#first”#
Theme&5:&Differing&expectations&&
NSOCD#team## “local#team#became#less#involved#as#soon#as#I#started#working”#
“unclear#who#was#main#point#of#contact#during#transition#from#
working#mainly#with#NSOCD#team#to#mainly#with#local#team.”#
Theme&6:&Poor&confidence&in&local&team&&
Parents### “local#team#unclear#about#their#ability#to#manage#the#exposure#
sessions”#
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Table&9.&Areas&to&improve #
Group' Example'quotes'
Theme&1:&Consistent,&good&communication&
NSOCD#team## “more#contact#outside#of#direct#contact#with#clients#“#
“should#have#also#met#faceKtoKface”#
“...#good#to#have#setKup#times”#
Parents## “communication#between#teams”.#
Theme&2:&Local&specialisation'
Clients## “would#like#more#local#OCD#specialist#centres”#
Parents## “Think#there#may#be#a#training#need#locally#K#local#team#seemed#to#look#
for#distraction#techniques#rather#than#facing#the#fear#as#OCD#therapy#
does.”#
Theme&3:&Early&agreement&on&expectations&
NSOCD#team#& “at#some#point#the#local#team#needs#to#commit#to#something”#
“identifying#on#key#person#to#liaise#with”#
“good#to#have#set#up#times”#
“good#to#be#clear#about#importance#of#pushing#up#the#hierarchy”.#
“good#to#find#out#remit#of#service#before#starting#treatment#and#how#
long#local#clinician#will#be#available#for”.#
“being#clear#about#exposure#expectations#from#very#beginning”.#
“need#to#be#very#transparent#about#what#we#do”#
Theme&4:&Giving&joint&sessions&
NSOCD#team## “good#to#do#initial#faceKtoKface#session.”#
“having#more#direct#contact#would#have#aided#local#clinicians#...#
treatment#...#good#to#have#direct#observation#of#E/RP”##
“Would#have#been#helpful#to#meet#the#family#or#be#present#at#the#
assessment#...#this#client#was#actually#on#ASD#spectrum”#!
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Appendix!5: !Thank!You!Letter !
#
Dear#all,#
We#are#in#the#process#of#writing#up#the#findings#from#our#investigation#into#whether#we#can#
improve#the#joint#work#treatment#that#clients#receive#from#both#the#OCD#team#and#their#
local#team.#We#wanted#to#write#to#thank#you#very#much#for#the#time#you#gave#to#complete#
our#questionnaires#about#your#experience#of#this#work.##
It#was#very#positive#to#see#that#the#majority#of#clients#and#their#parents#who#received#
treatment#through#this#format#said#they#would#have#wanted#treatment#to#be#provided#by#
both#teams#rather#than#either#the#NSOCD#team#or#their#local#team#alone.##
You#also#provided#us#with#constructive#feedback.#Clients#and#their#parents#said#that#
sometimes#this#method#of#working#could#be#confusing.#Clinician’s#from#local#teams#wrote#
about#how#important#it#was#to#make#sure#the#client’s#experience#was#coherent.#This#
feedback#from#you#has#led#us#to#think#very#hard#about#ways#that#we#can#try#and#ensure#that#
communication#is#as#consistent#as#possible#throughout#the#joint#work#experience.##
Your#feedback#has#been#extremely#informative#and#useful,#and#has#led#us#to#think#very#
carefully#about#how#we#can#improve#the#quality#of#the#joint#work#that#this#team#provides#
with#local#teams.#
With#thanks#and#best#wishes,#
The#OCD#team#
#
#
#
#
